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Princeton, CaIdwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, Sept. 23, 1948
Bring 68 More Miles Of REA
Association Speaker
State Asks Bids
Jo County Lines In
For Finishing Road
Prospect Soon
ntucky Fair
To Kentucky Dam
For 335 County Users
ell's Community
New

its Wins Fifth
And $35 In
Prizes

blue ribbons, two red
white ones
anJ five
en by Caldwell county
b girls at the Kentuck,
' last week, Miss Woldiver, home demonstr< said.
Crenshaw, of the
tab, took a first prize
best housekeeping rand Jacqueline S.houlmelon, won a blue ritan evening dress which
y won prizes for her
unty 4-H Style Revue.
prizes were won by
Pierce, Princeton, for
pajamas, and Jacqueers, for a semi-tailton tua-piece dress.
winners were 'Ella Mae
Providence; Patricia
Princeton: Ruby K. Ashton: Zoe Ann Cligg,
. and Shirley Jewell
:tom Three of the wineanor Crenshaw, Ella
ey, and Shirley Jewell
• from the Quinn 4-H
s Vandiver pointed out.
Vandiver accompanied
to the Fair.
32 of Kentucky's 120
entered in the State
,nry exhibit, Caldwell
.::ected $35 of the prize

Plans for constructing 68 additional miles of rural electric
lines in Caldwell county have
been completed and are now
being processtd for taking
bids
within the next 30 days, according to a letter received by R.
A.
Mabry, county agent, from the
Henderson -Union Rural Elise...tic
COoperative Corporation.
Construction will commence as

Construction Will
Extend 9.144 Miles From
Kuttawa To Railroad
Overpass

seen thereafter as possible and
barring shortages of materials,
the work will be finished in the
near future, the letter stated.
J. R. Hardin, superintendent,
said the cooperative had been
waiting approval of an application for a loan. Approximately
335 consumers are already scheduled as users of the electricity,
not including prospects along
the lines, Mr. Hardin said.
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Tigers Will Open Home
Season Friday Night

Fire Drills Find
Schools Alert

To Open Campaign

Coaches Promise "Interesting Game" After
Scoreless Tie At Morganfield; Reserved Seats Are
Selling Well; Band Has
New Uniforms

Bids for additional construction work on the highway from
Kentucky Dam to Kuttawa will Few Doors, Transoms
be opened October 1 in Frank- Left
Open In First
fort, highway personnel said
Exercises Of Year
Sorely disappointed
because
here this week.
Fire drills instituted at Princetheir season's opener at MorBuilding of the section will ton city schools this week were
ganfield did not go into the rei virtually complete grade and defined as orderly by Clycin
ord book as a victory but deMeat Prices To Drop
drain -work for the entire route. Kercheval, Princeton fire chief.
termined
to make the first home
Butler
High
School
emptied
Rev.
Harold
Schaly,
native A section 3.856 miles long alSoon, Maybe 40 Pct.
the building of 600 pupils in
contest a winning effort, ButBaptist minister of Brazil, who
New York — Al' — Meat
ready
has been
constructed two minutes and 30 seconds,
will speak at the Caldwell Bapler High's football Tigers workprices should be somewhat
from Eureka, on the Cumber- leaving
only one door open. Mr.
tist Association meeting Sunlower in 30 to 60 days, meat
ed hard this week and indicaJones, Lowery And
land river, to a point west of Kercheval said
Butler pupils
day, Sept. 26.
packers said
tions are loyal Princeton grid
this week.
Kuttawa.
Baker
Are
Without
were very orderly.
Rev. Mr. Schaly studied at
Same think they may be
fans will see a revitalized squad
New construction will extend
Dotson School, with 200 puthe Baptist Seminary, LouisOpposition
down as much as 40 percent..
give Franklin-Simpson High
the road from Kuttawa to the pils, needed only
one minute to
Three members of the county ville, left this country for BraThe drop will be a seasonvisitors all they can handle on
site of a proposed railroad ov- completely evacuate
the
buildzil
in
1940, after marrying Miss
school board whose terms exal one, but may Well be the
the home field Friday night.
erpass near the east end of Ken- ing, but three doors and
three
Against Morganfield, the Tibeginning
Virgil Chapman
of
a
pire this year filed for reelec- Mildred Hopwood, P ar ago n, 'ucky Dam. The Department of
general
transoms were left open, Mr.
Ind., and is now a professor of
downward trend, in the
Louisville, Sept. 22 — T h e gers had an edge over their opHighways apparently intends to Kercheval said.
tion last Saturday, Philip StevThe fire alarm
religious education in ..he Bap- include
opinion of some packers
the remaining section of system broke during the drill Democratic candidate for Unit- ponents in all departments of
ens, county court clerk, said.
tist Seminary, at Recife, Brazil
here for the 43rd annual
the road, from the overpass to at Dotson.
They are without oppoaition in
ed States Senator from Ken- play, but could get no better
He will speak it Macedonia
than a scoreless tie. Defensively,
meeting of the American
the dam, in the contract for the
their respective districts.
Eastside
School
tucky,
required
one
Virgil Chapman, will the Princeton
Baptist
Church
Sunday
after- railroad installation.
Meat Institute.
boys showed well
Representing Educational Di- noon at 2:30, and
and
three-fourths
minutes
to
open
his
campaign
formally
at
at Cedar Bluff
but offensively, they lacked the
The section already built has empty its building of 570
vision No. 2 is Floyd E. Jones, Baptist Church
Mt.
puSterling,
Saturday
afterSunday night a gravel surface
winning punch.
and the same pils. One door was left open noon, Sept. 25.
who has served 12 years on the at 7:30.
The Tigers' best scoring
type of top will be applied to on the second floor, Mr.
board. C. E. Lowery, with 16
KerGovernor Earle Clements will chance was
stopped on the Morthe second portion. The distance cheval said.
years on the board, seeks rebe on the program.
ganfield 17-yard line, whereas
from Kuttawa to the overpass
election in Educational Division
the closest the Union countians
site is 9.144 miles.
No. 5, and J. Suppelle Baker
could get to the Princeton goal
The new road will start it.
seeks a second term of 4 years,
was 30 yards. There were no
VFW Will Purchase
front of the Simpkins Motoi
for Educational Division No. 3.
outstanding stars on either team,
Company building, in Kuttawa,
Kentucky law states that can- Sunday School Has 100
Modern Device At
Coaches Johnny Hackett and
and follow US 62 to a point this
didates for places on the NovemCost Of $700 •
Perkins Marquess said.
Percent
Attendance
side of Lake Clough, where it
ber
ballot
must
petition the
inty's entry took fifth
At the regular meeting of
No injury was suffered in last
will pass between the lake and
As Crusade Ends
county court clerk not more
in the industrial ex- Ray-CriderSaturday's game but Robert WilMcNabb post of the than 60 days and
the
I.
C.
Railroad
tracks,
C.
C.
The
Stewardship-Evangelism
not less than
as extra $10, in the
liamson, promising Freshman
VFW Monday night, veterans 45 days before the election. Sat- Crusade closed Sunday after- Molloy, long-time booster for
stressing natural requarterback, received a cut hand
The
Courier-Journal's
big
voted to purchase an oxygen urday was the last day for fil- noon. The concluding service be- the new route, said.
Commissioner
Reeves again this week while attempting to
This will necessitate a coning
for
this
tent
to
year's
be
election.
used
in
spread
the
new
about
The
Caldwell
Caldcounty's
reiterated that his department catch a shotgun tossed by a
anately 700'.boys, repgan at 10 o'clock.
siderable fill and will raise the
?FA clubs from all well County Memorial Hospital. law also says candidates for
level of Lake Clough seven feet, "Guinea-Pig" t a x assessment is "not trying to do anything friend. The hammer of the gun
One
hundred
percent
of
the
school
board
According
elections must apto Commander
the State, participated
project, which appeared in Mon- to the people of Caldwell coun cot into his palm when he
Mr. Molloy said.
Fair judging contests. John Paul Morse, purchase will pear on separate, non-partisan classes of the Sunday School
Visitors to Kentucky Dam day's issue, provoked consider- ty but to do something for reached for it, the cut requiring
were present. Of the 122 crunumber of 77 teams be made through Dr. B. K. Amos ballots.
have comparatively easy in- able unfavorable comment here them, by helping them to put several stitches.
John Morgan and Howard Mc- sades the Rev. Leet has conicy cattle. First in this for the most modern equipment
Coach Hackett is still uncergress from the west and south . . . because Caldwell's status their tax business in proper
was Lafayette High of this type at an approximate Connell, who filed for plates ducted, this was the eighth to but persons driving
tain whether Williamson will be
frcm the as a "pauper" county was em- order".
on
the
Princeton
receive
that
School
distinction,
Board
cost
and
of
he
6700,
if
said,
advisable,
f Fayette county. Sec
"We realize this reassessment in Friday's game. He thinks it northeast complain about t h e phasized and the fact that the
-will be placed in use upon de- ballot last week, are also unop- and the first to reach that mark
Adair county.
poor roads they must travel, effort to correct long enduring job cannot be done in a few possible the quarterback will be
posed.
They
will replace retir- in Kentucky. Three hundred and
5 teams were entered livery at the old hospital.
redents living in this area tes- evils of inequitable tax assess- brief weeks, correcting neglect able to play, unless infection
Commander Morse' said funds ing members of the board, Sam twenty-five answered present tify.
ttltry judging comeThis creates bad publicity ments here is a locally sponfOr- of manY's yeire— sfandirir Mr. eveloils."'
till county won first for this purchase will be raised Koltinsky and Walter 0. Towery. at rollcall of the Sunday School. for the big development, resi- ed movement was shown in com- Reeves said, "but we do hope
Scooters of the
FranklinOne
hundred
twenty-four dents
with Morgan placing through the VFW athletic proto make considerable progress Simpson-Tompkinsville
gam e
here are aware, cutting paratively dim light.
signed Covenant Cards, pledging
gram, beginning with the first
last Saturday said F.-S. played
The story, written by Many this year and next".
materially the tourist flow into
themselves
to
become
tithers.
• stock judging cornpe- home game of the football- seaBober, Paducah bureau man
"The tax rate should come well to get a tie, 6-6, with a
this section.
The following persons were rek 32 FFA teams. Prize son and proceeds from a donkey
Pressure for completion of the for the big town papers, was ac- down in Caldwell county, after strong team, which was playing
ceived into fellowship of the
were Rose Hill chapter, baseball game, scheduled for the
new road from Kuttawa to the curate in its major premise and the reassessment has been com- its third game of the season.
church during the crusade: Mrs.
county, first, and hist week in October.
dam and for two bridges, one in details developed as to un- pleted and property has been Coach Hackett believes FrankBill Sholar, Miss Barbara Ber,unty, second.
Sewers And Sidewalks
over
the
Cumberland, t Is e fair practices long in vogue in levied on at the 56 percent of lin-Simpson has a good squad,
shears, Mrs. Raymond Stroube,
other over the dam itself, has Princeton and the county per- the State average", Reeves de- and certainly won't be a push'School Heads Visit.
Discussed At Monday
.Mrs. W. A. Hood, Ova Mae
been growing this year, as the taining to honest assessments clared. "The new tax rate, to over, but says Butler will give
1J. K. On Survey Plan
Johnson and Alton Templetcet Kentucky
Night's Meeting
Lake Association, the . . . upon that, most critics here be set next Spring, should be them an interesting game.
C. T. Pollard, superintendent
Routine business was trans- Jr. A love offering was received Kentucky magazine
Ticket sales to Butler High
lowered on taxes to be paid in
and other are agreed.
of city schools, and Clifton Clift, acted at Monday night's council from resident
members and interested agencies ha
home grid games are going well
H. Clyde Reeves, State com- the Fall of 1949", he stated.
v e pubsuperintendent of county meeting, attended by the mayor friends of the church. Nonresie revenue commissioner this year, Howard McConnell,
lished folders and articles about missioner of revenue, and his
dent members are still sending
were in Lexington re- and all councilmen.
the recreational advantages of deputy, Jess B. Thomas, were said maps showing land pre- president of the Band Boosters,
r Of Pioneer Cald- schools,
cently making arrangements for
The recently elected city at- in contributions, the Rev. Tom Kentucky Lake.
here Monday Morning, to learn viously not listed for taxes and said.
mily Was
a school survey to be conducted torney, Gordon Lisinby, was in Collins said. The total is nearing
Approximately 150 reserved
first hand, how the tax reassess- a great deal more data helpful
in Princeton and Caldwell coun- attendance as the law requires. the $1300 mark.
ment begun here August 1, with in arriving at an equitable tax seats are left, of 480 set aside,
onductor
Each family received a manuThere was general discussion
their aid, is progressing. Mem- assessment in this and other and these are expected to be
services wer e con- ty starting in October, under
bers of the Citizens Committee counties, are being prepared at sold before Saturday's game.
mday afternon at Mor- auspices of the University of of sewer extensions, building script prepared by Rev. Leet
and
officials of the church.
told them the project is moving Frankfort and will be available The Band Boosters Club is reneral Home for John Kentucky. Mr. Pollard said Wed and repairing concrete sidewalks
sponsible for this sale and prosforward well, very few taxpay- scion.
Illinois Central con- nesday a committee of repre- and adoption of a resolution
the asking that the Department of Red Cross
ers
voicing strenuous objecMessrs. Reeves a n d Thomas pective buyers are asked to conPaducah, who died sentative men and women of
Recruitment
Court
Of
Honor
Sched- tions to the plan to get all went from here
:n a hospital in Chi- community will be named soo Kentucky State Police be given
to Dixon, Web- tact Howard McConnell.
uled Here Nov. 23,
New uniforms for the bard
police authority in Princeton, Campaign Seeks Workers
county property up to 58 per- ster county, to lend aid in tax
a lengthy illness. Rev. to aid in this survey.
Caldwell County Chapter of
taken
arrived Saturday and will be
but adjournment was
cent of its fair cash value.
Az was in charge of
problems
there.
Chairman
Says
the American Red Cross, as part
ready for use this week-end, Mr.
without definite action being
The first meeting of the 1948Fredonia ,Baptist Revival
of the current recruitment camMcConnell said.
taken.
Princeton Cub Pack
Princeton, Mr. Pet- To Open September 26
paign, is appealing for volun- 49 season for the Three-Rivers
The complete Tiger squad folMore Cities Ask Aid
son of Shipton and
District Council, Boy Scouts of Will Be Reorganized
teers
to
serve
as
Gray
Ladies
at
Rev. Stephen L. Cloud, pas
lows:
— TwentyFrankfort —
Meek Pettit, and a
America,
was
held
Tuesday
the
Veterans
Outwood,
Hospital,
Church
Baptist
tor of the First
At Meeting Sept. 28
SENIORS
five more cities have asked the
the late George Petat Flomaton, Ala., Will open a Kentucky State Police to help is was announced this week. night at the K. U. offices, with
Announcement was made this
asl.....Denotes letterman.
of Callave/1 county's
chairman
Phillip
Glenn,
Kutta
Classes for this service will be
revival Sunday, Sept. 26, at
week by James J. Harris, field
Gene Croft (L); Hayden Gillaw.
Few Stragglers Still
ndowners. Be moved Fredonia Baptist Church. The them enforce the
held in October, and a goal of wa, presiding.
key (L); W. R. Ethridge (L);
executive for the Boy Scouts of
Guthrie Crowe, police coma in the early 1930s.
W.
D.
Armstrong,
camping
services will run through Oc- missioner, said all cities of the at least 15 members is sought.
America in the Three Rivers Coming In; 471 Are
Charles P'Pool (L); Doug Skingraduate of the high tober 3.
Other volunteer services include and activities chairman, gave a District, of an organizational Single Non-Veter
ner (L); Buddy Stroube; Kenans
first five classes have been sent
I attended Staunton
Morning and night services a model ordinance their legis- visiting of shut-ins and hospital report on development of a meeting directed toward formaA total of 1680 men register- neth Teear.
,- aderny, Staunton, Va.
patients. For further informa- camping area in the Wildlife tion of a Cub Scout Pack in ed with Draft Board No. 9
are scheduled for 10:30 and 7:30
JUNIORS
:s are his widow, o'clock. Music will be under lative bodies may adopt. It tion telephone No. 53, Red Cross Refuge, on Kentucky Lake.
Dail - Johnston, transfer from
through Saturday, Sept. 18, last
Princeton.
grants the State force general
se Pettit: two sons,
R.
S.
Gregory,
chairman
for
office.
direction of Jimmy Mills, Ed- police powers in the cities. State
Cubbing, Mr. Harris, said, is afficial day of
registration, Oregon; Ken Barrett (L); Bill
rd in and William S..
advancement, announced a disdyville.
for boys who have reached their Henry Averdick, chief clerk, re- McCaslin (L); Charley Wade
police cannot operate, except in
trict court of honor will be held
Paducah; his mcrther,
ninth birthday but have not at- ports. This board serves three (L); Tommy Glenn; Billy Wilemergencies, in cities that have Princeton Bankers
Seth Pettit, Santa Fe,
November 23.
counties, Caldwell, Lyon a n d kerson; Garnett Peters; Bill
tained their twelfth.
not granted them co-jurisdiction To Attend Meetings
Every Man's Bible Class
a granddaughter.
Mark Cunningham, Finance
All parents of b o y,s within Crittenden. Totals for the sep- Sisk; John Hancock, and Don
forces.
local
with
J. B. Lester, president, and W. chairman for the district, gave
t was in Cedar Hill Elects Raymond Brown
To date, 57 cities have asked C. Sparks, vice president, of the a report on progress of the cam- these ages are invited to attend arate counties were not avail- Pinnagar.
Pallbearers were
Every Man's Bible Class, of
the meetings, which will be held able.
SOPHOMORES
in.
come
to
troopers
state
the
Farmers National Bank will at- paign for funds in Princeton, inGeorge, Robert
Baptist Church, electSingle non-veterans made up
in the Presbyterian Church
J. C. Dunbar (L);
Gayle the First
New communities added since tend a bankers' meeting at Pa- dicating
m Pettit, Robert U. ed officers and teachers Sunday
the goal will be
Tuesday night, Sept. 28 at 7:30 471 of the registrants, Mr. Av- Lubben (L); Jerry P'Pool;
the last announcement are:
ducah Thursday, and Edwin achieved.
Kevil.
to begin serving October so
erdick said. A few stragglers Harold Lisanby, transfer from
o'clock.
Calhoun, Camp- Lamb, vice president of the First
Bardstown,
The
chosen
next
meeting
s
of
a
the DisRaymond Brown w
came in the first of the week, Dawson; John Traylor; James
Clay,
City,
Central
bellsville,
National
Bank;
trict
vite
County
Agent
Committee was set for Oct.
R.
president; Earl Adams,
and Mr. Averdick
believes Stone; Deul Ortt; J. W. Neal,
liege Guests
Cynthiana, Danville, A. Mabry, Ralph Nelson, fores- 19, at Kuttawa.
Crittenden To Vote
president; Frank Jones, secre- Corydon,
there are a few who have not and Richard Wadlington.
Grand
Eminence,
Earlington,
anis Program
ter, and Henry E. Brandon, Jr.,
Present were Grayson Harral- On New Soil District
tary; B. G. Walrond, assistant
yet registered.
FRESHMEN
natan James, preai- secretary, and
Wells, Rivers, Irvine, Lebanon, Leitch- of the Farm Security office here, son, Mark Cunningham, Philip
Jabes
Frankfort — AP — NinetyAppointment of another memRobert Williamson; Felix
MilMidway,
Maysville,
hs1 Women's College, treasurer. Dr. F. M. Masters was field,
will attend a similar meeting at Glenn, W. D. Armstrong, Joe five of Kentucky's 120 coun- ber
of the board, who will serve Lear; Billy Traylor; Billy Mar+rid three mem- continued as teacher, and L. A. lersburg, Morganfield, Owenton, Madisonville Friday. Purpose of Weeks, H. R. Adams, Gordon ties are now soil conservation as
an appeals chairman is ex- tin; Billy Hobby; Hank Ortt:
,
thel faculty pre- Northington. assistant treasurer. Pikeville, Raceland, Ravenna, the meetings, being held in all Bennett, H. N. Talley. Richard districts.
pected to be made this week, Robert Franklin; Dubs Harrah
rogram of music and The goal is 100 men enroled Salyersville, Somerset and sections of the State, is to study Gregory, Frank Fultz, James J.
The committee set October 30 Mr. Averdick said.
son; Don Russell; Clent Ruffin,
e Greatest School". and 75 average attendance. Any Wickliffe.
methods of farm improvement. Harris and John I. Dean.
for referendums in Anderson,
and Jim Richie.
is
School
The University of Kentucky is
aY's meeting of the man not in Sunday
Crittenden and Ohio counties on Former Princetonian
EIGHTH GRADE
ub.
Have
Methodists Will
cooperating in
the
bankers' Mrs. C. M. Wood Takes Post the question of becoming soil Is Seriously
invited to join this class.
III
Byron Rogers; Troy Wilhelm,
Covered Dish Supper
tour, which is under supervi- At Stephens College
conservation districts.
Mrs.
Edwin Koltinsky was ca-- and Jim Wilkin.
Methodist sion of J. F. Graham, agriculMemorial
Ogden
Mrs. C. M. Wood spent sever• Louie Meeting
Enrols At Georgia Tech
led to Louisville last week on
SEVENTH GRADE
Drain, manager of
Jimmy O'Hara, son of Mr. and Church announces a family cov- tural field agent of the Kentuc- al days here recently enroute Swallows Piece Of Grass
account of the serious illness of
Shelby Noel.
v store, is in St. Mrs. Ernest O'Hara, Route 3, ered-dish supper will be held at ky Bankers Association.
to Columbia, Mo., where she
A piece of grass approximate. her brother, Walter Litchfield,
seek attending an left Tuesday for Atlanta where the church Wedneetley night,
will make her home. Mrs. Wood ly one inch long was removed
former resident here. His con- Madisonville To Vote
nit of Penney man- he has enroled at Georgia Tech. Sept. 29, at 6 o'clock. A pro- PTA At Eastside To
will serve as a relief counseler from the throat of Mrs. Anna dition is reported to be
un- On School Bond Issue
all
for
arranged
been
major
nas
gram
will
at Stephens College.
officials. He is ex He is a Junior and
Meet For Find Time
Rollins last Tuesday night by changed.
The Madisonville City Coune Friday.
ages, the announcement said,
The first Eastside School Parin engineering.
Dr. Ralph Cash. Mrs. Rollins
cil has adopted an odrinance apfamilies and their ent-Teachers meeting of the Guernseys
all
and
Average $291
swallowed the
grass
while Attends Convention
proving an election to be held
friends are invited.
year will be held this afternoon At Calvert City Sale
drinking a glass of milk.
Attend Convention
Meeting
Aubrey Childress, Louisville, In
the Madisonville
Graded
Wood
Clifton
at
2:90
o'clock
school.
at
Mrs.
the
Marshall
and
Guernliamson, Clifton
first
county's
Mr.
spent last week-end here with School District at the
November
. Nichols and Char- left Sunday for Ashland where Attend G. E. Meet
Following a musical program, sey cattle sale, held Monday afMr. and Mrs. A. W. Johnston, his mother, Mrs. W. W. Chil- 2 general election for issuance
Julian Littlepage and Edward under direction of Miss Nancy ternoon at Calvert City was a
re in Murray Thura• they attended the State Phis -Owensboro, spent last
week dress, Eagle street, enroute to of a $105,000 bond issue, to be
district Stowers, school musk director, big success, and 29
a
.attend a meeting of maeeutical Assdciation this week. Krinard attended
animals sol with their daughter, Mrs. How- Oklahoma City, where he is at- used to construct,
remodel, and
General
of
meeting
Electric
toa business meeting will elect of- for an average of $291.15. W. C. ard McGough, and Mr.
Istrict Pharmaceuti- They expect to return home
MC- tending the National Internal furnish school buildings in the
dealers at Paducah Wednesday. ficers for the coming year.
ion.
Sparks bought a,cow for $260. Gough, Hopkinsville street.
day.
Revenue Convention.'
district.

3 Members File
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To Give Oxygen
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Christian Church
Achieves Record

Reeves Says Tax Rate
Should Be Increased If
Levy Is On Fair Basis

Council Fails To
Act On Police Aid

ites Held
hn Pettit

Boy Scout Council
Plans Activities

1680 Registered
By Draft Board
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Notable Experiment Begun
A notable experiment is under way at
General Motors plants where UAW members have just been granted a wage increase of three cents an hour . . . after
the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
the cost of living had risen'to a new peak
last week.
Empolyers have a vital stake in this
experiment and many will observe, to
see whether the thing will work both
ways; i.e. if UAW men will accept decreases in wages when the cost of living
comes down.
Usually when demand falls off, factories decrease payrolls by diminishing
the number of workers. This brings further lessening of buying power and decreases in trade, all along the line. But,
with high wage levels prevalent everywhere, no other solution of the employers' problem has been worked out . . .
unless the GM-UAW experiment is the
answer.
We are a highly industrialized nation;

and jobs in industry, rather than jobs
on farms, are now the backbone of our
national economy.
Presently more than 61 million persons are employed in the country; and
everybody knows farms have fewer
workers than in a normal period, altho
production is at peak levels. More and
better (arm machinery is doing the work
thousanlis of men performed on farms
only a few years back. Hence, if huge
lay,-offs occur in industrialized centers,
forcing men from rural areas to retuin
home, distressing maladjustment is
certain.
The GM-UAW experiment will work,
if the men who have just received a wage
raise without bringing pressure are willing to go along when supplies equal demand and the boom time inflation passes,
with its certain drop in consumer buying and an accompanying lessening of
sales of everything but life's barest
necessities.

Here We Go Again Men!

1

From Paris, capitol of many headaches,
comes news of a coming revolt. Not a
revolt against the government, which
seems to be the theme of France's postwar reconstruction, but a revolt against
the designers and, style-makers who
have chosen Paris as their world capitol.
New styles for Fall have been announced, and as this news falls on the ears of
the American male, he begins to seethe,
sensing the wilting of his pocketbook.
Designers are deserting the new look
and returning to the slim, elegant lines
recently referred to as normal. And the
American husband, who must foot the
bill of his wife's too rapidly changing
wardrobe, moans and pays and pays.
We recall last year's laments, which

rang out across the land from coast to
coast. The edict arrived that skirts must
be lengthened to follow style trends. Old
frocks had to be discarded and new wardrobes purchased. We remember well the
L. B. K. clubs (little-below-the-knee) that
sprang up in nearly every large city in
the country.
Nevertheless, longet skirts came, and
old ones went the way of previous style
changes—out the window.
Now we have this year's style news
from Paris. The new look is being forgotten, and hemlines are being raised to
the level the moderates had it last season. So here we go again ...
Yes sir, a real revolt is in the making.
Meanwhile, the American husband only
moans and pays and pays.
P. 0.

A Negro Assays Civil Rights
(Davis Lee, Negro publisher, in the
Newark, N. J., Telegram, a weekly Negro
Newspaper).
I have just returned from an extensive
tour of the South meeting both Negroes
and whites in the urban and rural centers.
Because of these personal observations,
studies and contracts, I feel that I can
speak with some degree of authority. I
am certainly in a better position to voice
an opinion than the Negro leader who occupies a suite in downtown New York
and bases his opinion on the South from
the distorted stories he reads in the Negro press and the Daily Worker.
The racial lines in the South are so
clearly drawn and defined there can be no
confusion. When I am in Virginia or
South Carolina I don't wonder if I will
be served if I walk into a white restaurant. I know the score. However, I have
walked into several right in New Jersey
where we have civil rights law, and have
been refused service.
The whites in the South stay with their
own and the Negroes do likewise. This one
fact has been the economic salvation of
the Negro in the South. Atlanta compares
favorably with Newark in size and population. Negroes there own and control
millions of dollars worth of business. All
the Negro business in New Jersey will
not amount to as much as our race has
in one city in Georgia. This is also true in
South Carolina and Virginia.
New Jersey today boasts of more civil
rights legislation than any other State
in the Union, and State government itself practices more discrimination than
Virginia, South Carolina a n d Georgia.
New Jersey employs one Negro in the motor vehicle department. All of the States
above mentioned employ plenty.
No matter what a Negro wants to do,
he can do it in the South. In Spartanburg, S. C., Ernest Collins, a yowig Negro, operates a large funeral home, a taxicab business, a filling station, grocery
store, has several busses, runs a large
farm and a nightclub.
Collins couldn't do all that in New Jersey or New York. The only bus lines operated by Negroes are in the South. The
Safe Bus Co. in Winston-Salem, N. C.,
owns and operates over a hundred.
Negroes and whites get along much
better together in the South than Northern agitators would have you believe. Of
course, I knOw that there are some sore
spots down there, and we have them up
here also. But it is not as bad as it is
painted. The trouble in the South stems
from dumb, ignorant whites and Negroes, not from the intelligent, better
class element of the two races.
The attitude of the Southerners toward

our race is natural psychological reaction
and aftermath of the War, Between the
States. Negroes were the properties of
these people. They were not the peers,
and were not even considered human in
the true sense. The whole economy of
the'Southwas built around slavery.
Certainly you couldn't expect the
South to forget this in 75 or even 150
years. That feeling has passed from one
generation to another, but it is not one
of hatred for the Negro. The South just
doesn't believe that the Negro has grown
up. No section of the country has made
more progress in finding a workable solution to the Negro problem than the
South.
The entire race problem in America
is wrong. Our approach is wrong. We
spend all our energies and spend millions
of dollars trying to convince white people that we are as good as they are,
that we are an equal. Joe Louis is not
looked upon as a Negro but the greatest
fighter of all times, loved and admired
by whites in South Carolina as much as
those in Michigan. He convinced the
world, not by propaganda, but by demonstratitn.
Our fight for recognition, justice, civil
rights and equality, should be carried
on within the race. Let us demonstrate
to the world by our living standards, our
conduct, our ability and intelligence that
we are the equal of any man, and when
we have done this the entire world, including the South, will accept us on our
terms. Our present program of threats
and agitation makes enemies out of our
friends.
•
In 1925, the annual new growth in
American forests was estimated at 8,900
million cubic feet; in 1944, at 13,000 million cubic feet a year.
•
A baby baboon, only a day or two old,
knows almost instinctively that the danger of a scorpin lies in its tail and in encountering one will always attack the tail
first.
•
New York state's highway system covers 83,570 miles, of which almost 64,000
is hard surface roads.
The first long distance airplane flight
in the United States was made in 1910
by Glenn H. Curtiss from Albany to New
York City.
•
The United States now has more than
2,000 professional"foresters at work in
private forest industries, double the number employed in 1940.
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Murray is still booming
with the city spending about
8250,000 expanding its utility'
facilities, including a new sewerage disposal plant, Col. Joe T.
Lovett writes me. Congratulations to the good business and
leaders of
our
professional
neighbor town . . . for realizing
the potentialities of their community and doing something
about developing them.
*
*
*
Mother I thought you told me
Mrs. Alexander wouldn't whip
boys, Edwin Williagison remarked to his ma one day last week.
She won't unless they need it,
his mother replied. Well, she
whipped one today, the little
boy said . . . and it turned out
to be me.
*
*
*
Considerable excitement was
created Sunday night out our
way when Bet Linton, leaving
home for college, lost her luggage keys just as the family
car was about to take off, to
entrain her at Hopkinsville. Doc
found the keys . . . where they
had fallen off the porch rail
into shrubbery.
*
* *
Good news to U. K. alumni
hereabouts and to hundreds of
other football fans came t hi s
week with announcement that
the Reynolds Metals Co., again
will sponsor radiocasts of all
games of the Wildcats this year,
the first of which will be play td
against Xavier, at Lexington,
Saturday night, Sept 25. Keen
Johnson, former Governor and
native of these parts, was responsible for starting this public service by Reynolds.
*
*
*
Malcolm Cummins remonstra
ted with his 5-year-old daughter, Donna Sue, the other day
about gossiping. Well, Daddy,
the tot replied, you gotta gossip if you're a woman.
Strikes •
me Tom Simmons has
the ideal temperment to handle
our hospital problems. The frequent delays and endless red
tape would run me nuts . . but
T o m goes fishing, between
times, and last week, he snagged
a 2-pound crappie that put him
high up in a district fishing contest and will get his name in the
Purchase's big daily paper.
*
*
*
Altho some gals like 'em, wolf
whistles on cars cost their
blowers $2 in fines at Paducah,
starting last Friday. In this super-tolerant town, wolf whistles,
loud speakers on the principal
streets, old-fashioned pitch experts selling questionable wares
. . . and nearly everything else
still goes.
*
*
*
President Harry S. Truman
Senator John S. Cooper, and just
about everybody else concerned
is plugging for a big vote in
Kentucky November 2. And a

local politician who has his ear
close to the ground says school
elections in a good many places
will bring 'em out when nothing
else will. ,
* *
*
J.O. Beshear, lumber dealer,
is high on what they can do for
rheumatism and stomach disorder sufferers at Hot Springs,
Ark. . . . but says he has trouble staying there long enough
to get real benefit.
*
*
*
BoctY Mays, home after a
1300-mile trip to Oklahoma, to
return his boy Bill to college,
says it is right remarkable how
many and varied are the appurtenances to an education these
'days. The car was well laden
with Bill's stuff, apparently, including, Body said, a radio,
tools, trunk, guns and, it is indi•
rated, all the student's valued
possessions. Saul agrees with
this, saying Marvin took all that
and a small heating stove, when
he left last week for U. K.
*
*
*
Our neighborhood, like others
around town, is going to be a
lot quieter and much less interesting until the Christmas
vacation period comes . . with
so many young folk away at
school. Jo Ann was the last
Vanderbilt,
to depart . . . for
Monday morning. We will miss
her, Betty Jo, Ramsey, Bob and
Fred Taylor, and Larry too, altho we're about accustomed to
our boy being away.
* * *
Henry Sevison says it is right
handy having a swell swimming
pool next door to his home . . .
but thinks it strange he can
use it all by himself on a day
as suitable for swimming as
Sunday (morning). Of
last
course, Henry, Sunday School
on
many
and church are
agendas.
•
Salt content of the oceans is
seldom found below 3.3 percent
or above 3.8 percent except near
the mouths of rivers which dilute the sea.
• • •
The United States produced
61 percent more food in the last
two years of World War H than
it the last two years of World
War I and did it with 1,500,000
fewer farm workers.
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Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
CHARADE, by Edita Morris
(Viking; $2.50)
hunting
In an abandoned
lodge deep in a Polish forest,
village
near
a
bombed-out
where wretched fugitives hide
in dark caves and cellars, there
live the strange people who
make up the cast of this important novel.
Kampenhausen, the gr ea t
German poet, is the most adult
and best educated in the group.
With him are his mistress,
Madge, who used to be an actress; his long-suffering but adoring wife; his miserable son Steff
and his little daughter, 14-yearold Lili. In the shed nearby are
the old peasant Jadwigs, the
crippled soldier Antek who she
thinks is her son, and the cow
Roslein.
While all of them are the sorry victims of the war raging
around them, some of them still
live In yesterday's world of
peace, or long for the peace expected to dawn tomorrow. Kampenhausen works on a play
about Goethe; his Wife tries to
shelter him from the ugly present facts so that he can continue
writing; his mistress dreams of
her happy days on the stage, or
imagines a wonderful success in
the new role which her lover is
preparing for her.
Laughter follows quickly after tears in this sensitive and
ingenious novel with its magic
touches of both the real and unreal. It is ghastly fact alternating with charade, and if you, are
thankful for so knowing a child,
you are shocked at the bittettruths she had to know. Mrs.
Morris does for World War It
some thing of the same sort of
invaluable service performed for
the Spanish civil war by Ramon
Sender and his "The King and
The Queen."
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AMERICAN SPIRIT
The Oath and Law of the Boy Scouts of America
is a way of life for many Americans.
Chartered by the Congress of the United States,
the Movement has had more than 14,000,000 members—boys and men—since it was organized thirtyeight years ago.
Growing year by year, its great strength comes
from the people voluntarily. Its leadership—over
500,000—is voluntary; its boy membership—over
I,500,000—is voluntary. Its financing. year in and
year out, is voluntary, too.
Yes, Scouting is a symbol of the American spirit
because it is "of the people, by the people, for the
people."

You can help this great Movement serve more
boys by supporting it in your community

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
BASIL DAUM, Prop.
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There Will Be A Demonstration Of The New
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News From The Past

NeWs representing lives, hopes, dreams and
ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the Caldwell county almost
yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published
as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, the Princeton rewrote them.
August 16, 1918. Dana Wood
August 23, 1918. Mrs. Duke
has returned from a weeks bust- Pettit returned
Saturday from
ness trip to Wayne County, Ill. Hendersonville,
N. C., where she
August 16, 1918. Frances El- spent the summer.
She was met
eired
has returned
from a at Louisville by Mr. Pettit,
who
month's visit to Louisville and
accompanied
her from there
home.
4 August 16, 1918. Mrs. R. W.
August 23, 1918. George P.
ogilvie and daughter, Miss France's, have returned from a ten Goodwin, of Otter Pond, has received a card from his sun,
weeks' visit to New York.
Medley
P. Goodwin, stating
August 16, 1918. Richard Rat- that he had arrived
safely ovei liff, after spending a few days seas.
'
in the city with his parents,
Mr and Mrs. Charles Ratliff,
August 23, 1918. Mrs. Allison
returned to his home in Detroit, Akin, of East Orange,
N. J., afMich., today.
ter spending several weeks in
the city with her father, H. M.
August 23, 1918. A shower and Jones, returned
home yesterday.
farewell party was given Miss
Margaret Richey by Mrs. J. T.
August 23, 1918. Misses KathAkin's Sunday School Class and erine Hodge,
Laurine Pollard
a few others. The guests arrived and Gertrude
Carroll left this
about 8 o'clock, each bringing morning for Grand
Rivers where
a beautiful present. Those pres- they will open school
Monday
ent were Mrs. J. T. Akin and morning.
Misses Mildred Steger, Mattie
Grace Taylor, Lavergne Lester,
September 3, 1918. William S.
Lois Robinson, Adele Towns, Powell, enroute
to University of
Nellie Morgan, Virginia Keats Virginia, spent
several days with
ley, Nellie Boaz, Evelyn Amoss, his grandmot
her, Mrs. Mary
Maisie Grace Givens and Mar- Powell, this
week.
garet Richey. The evening consisted of games, music, recitaSeptember 3, 1918. Mrs. A. G.
tions and songs. 'Delicious lem- Hubbard and
children will reonaide was served during the turn from a
two week's visit
evening, and at 10 o'clock the to her sister in New
York, Thursguests departed wishing their day of this week.
hostess happiness in her new
home.

U. K. Recreation Center

Swords To Plowshares

London — AP — Workers at
Even hens relish bluegrass
the Royal Woolrich arsenal —
and ladino clover, according to
who turned out millions of bullets during the war—are making
tests made at the Kentucky Ag150,000 lipstick-holders on cart'
ricultural Experiment Station.
ridge-case machines.
Hens grazing succulent bluegrass
ate 20 percent less mash, and
The original Greek Olympic
those running on ladino clover
games were held over a period
required 15 percent less mash.
of nearly 1,200 years.
However, bluegrass must be
young and tender •to be attracArnold Ligon Truck Line
tive to hens. After bluegrass had
AGENTS FOR
shed its seed and the leaves had
turned yellow, hens refused to
C/i/Vcri40,./,
eat it and there was no saving
0J.G DISTANCE MOVIN6
in consumption of mash.
and the short upper part of the
It was noted that hens ate stems. These parts contain much
Contact
JAMES I) MASHBURN
only the ladino clover leaves protein.
Phone 893
Princeton, Ky.
A new student-faculty recreation center has been opened this
fall at the University of Kentucky. The U. K. business management department took over
a former bowling alley, completely remodeled and opened it
as a combined recreation . cen
ter and snack bar. As yet unnamed, the ceater promises to
have a fancy and appropriate
one soon since the University
has Offered a prize for the best
suggestion.

ry cows to beef bulls and selling
veal calves should keep in mind
that it takes about 10 pounds of
milk to produce a pound of gain
on most calves. With milk selling

in the Home Economics Department at
Butler High School

Thursday Night, September 23

Hens Eat Bluegrass
And Ladino Clover

Anything, Anytime,
Anywhere --

The public, and especially all Tapping owners are
cordially invited to attend.

Moro than 103 new features and
ralnetnents1 Two billion miles of driving by people like you have proved Kaiser
dependability. Why don't you drive
America's most-copied car yourself and
find out what more than a quarter of•
million owners already know?
kaiser-Frazer Corporation s Willow Runs Habig=

Student veterans whose dependency status changed during
the summer vacation are reminded by Veterans Administration to submit proof of additional dependency as soon as
possible to the appropriate VA
regional office in which their
records are filed.
Veterans with dependents,
who are studying full or parttime in schools and colleges 'under the G. I. Bill, are eligible for
additional subsistence payments
because of the dependents.
However, legal proof, such as
certified copies of public records
of birth, baptism, marriage, divorce or other evidence, must be
in their VA training file in order to qualify.
Single veterans studying under the G. I. Bill are eligible for
nonthly subsistence allowances
up to $75. Veterans with one dependent may receive $105 a
month and veterans -vith two or
more dependents, $120.
Veterans should submit, evidence of dependency at once
lather than wait until enroling
for the fall semester in order to
insure receiving prompt payments of subsistence at the higher rates.
• • •
World War II veterans still
may reinstate their National
Service Life Insurance, Veterans Administration branch off ice officials in Columbus,
Ohio, explained today.
Some veterans are under the
impression they can no longer
obtain this government insurance. World War II veterans
who can pass a physical examination
may
reinstate
their
lapsed insurance at any time.
The deadline for reinstating
NSLI without a physical examination was July 31, 1948, VA
explained. Prior to the deadline, a veteran could reinstate
lapsed insurance by certifying
that his health was as good as
it was when the policy lapsed.
This deadline confused some
veterans, who feel they cannot
reinstate lapsed insurance since
the deadline passed. That is not
correct, VA said.
Veterans may reinstate their
insuiance at any time by passing a physical examination. If
the policy has lapsed less than
three months, it still may be
reinstated without taking a physical examination.

ALFALFA
THRIVES ON

Give your alfalfa a good big
helping of its favorite food —
and watch it grow! Feeding
hungrily on FOUR-LEAF
Powdered Rock Phosphate, the
alfalfa takes its nitrogen from
the free air. You get a huge increase in alfalfa growth, a richer alfalfa for livestock — and
all following crops benefit
from the increased soil phosphorus, nitrogen, fand organic
matter. Grow phosphated alfalfa—for low-cost soil improvement.
Write to ... .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
417 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, Ill,

um.

SUNDAY & MONDAY, SEPT. 26 - 27

The Most Famous Shod
Feature Ever. Made!...
Sensational return
of the best loved
short feature on
record! . .
The cartoon that inspired the song hit,
"Who's Afraid Of
The Big Bad Walt"!
Bring the kids and
enjoy this beloved
Disney CARTOON
again!

TUESDAY ONLY
SEPT. 28
Big Twin
Bill

Walt Disney's

THREE
LITTLE PIGS
In Color by TECHNICOLOR

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
Sept. 29-30,
Oct.'I
Si! RE'S••
JOY .
OE AND
LOVE-SIUFFI
AND

1.aff flit
No.

LET'S
LIVE
AGAIN
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The Garden
Miss Hazel Fuller, Nashville,
spent the week-end with her
mother. Mrs
mbie Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
Alton, Ill., spent. the week-end
with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Coy Moore.
Miss Rachel Turley was admitted to Princeton Hospital
last week for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, were the week-end
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. T. Henson.
A good crowd attended the
Variety show given by "The
Kentuckians", of Paducah, Saturday night at the school auditorium, sponsored by the Ladies
Aid of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts
and children, Morganfield, spent

Yes, Black-Draught may help that
dull, dopey feeling if the only reason you feel that way is because of
constipation. Black-Draught, the
friendly laxative, Is usually prompt
and thorough Nthen taken as directed. It costs only a penny or less
a dose. That's why it haS been
a best-seller with four generations.
If you are troubled withsuch symptoms as loss of appetite, headache,
upset stomach, flatulence, physical
fatigue, sleeplessness, mental haziness, bad breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to constipation — then see what BlackDraught may do for you, Get a
package today.

-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

the week-end with her mother,
Mrs. Lee Burklow.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
wer e
Evansville,
week-end
guests of her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell and Mr. Yandell.
Mr. Norman Lee Faught entered Western State Teachers
College, Bowling Green, last
week.
Donald Brasher left Thursday
for Denver, Colo., where he will
enter University of Denver.
Luncheon guests of M r s.
James Landes Wednesday were
Mrs. W. L. Mays, Mrs. R. S.
Gregory; Misses Bertie Nichols
and Myrtle Nichols, Princeton.
Mrs. Charlie Hughes and son,
Charlie Bob, who have spent
several months in Pennsylvania,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Hughes.
PRESIDENT LEAVES ON CAMPAIGN TRIP — Standing on the rear platform of the PresiMrs. Mattie Rice returned
dential car, Sen. Alben Barkley (D-Ky) bids farewell to President Truman (center) whose
home Monday after spending
daughter, Margaret, looks on at Washington, D. C. (Sept. 17). The President left on a political
the
Gary,
weeks
Ind.,
in
several
campaign trip, probably the most strenuous ever undertaken by a White House occupant.
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ca(AP Wirephoto)
leb Oliver, and Mr. Oliver.
Mrs. Leslie Bright, Miss Mag
C. Ethridge, Supt.
gie Coleman and Mrs. W. M.
Midweek Worship, WednesYoung were dinner guests of
:lay, 7 p.m.
OGDEN
MEMORIAL
TuesWigginton
Miss Imogene
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
The Youth Fellowship of Og- p.m.
day.
Mrs. Bill Smith and son, Billy, den Memorial Methodist Church
States Riters In Last
spent last week in Gary, Ind., met Sunday night at 6:30 o'clock CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
guests of her sister, Mrs. Caleb
David W. S.chulherr, minister
Column On Right,
to elect officers for the year.
Oliver and Mr. Oliver. She ac9:45 Sunday School
The meeting was opened by
Hatcher Says
companied her mother, Mrs. Mat10:45 Morning Worship
singing a hymn. Then a devoI BY ASSOCIATED eittss)
tie Rice, home Monday.
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
tional and talk was given by
Frankfort—Seven parties will
Mrs. Pearl Cates, who was
7:30 Evening Worship
Margaret Jones.
be certified for the presidential
called ,home by the illness and
The business session followed
death of her father, J. C. CatilCEDAR BLUFF, BAPTIST
ballot in Kentucky in November.
with Harry Long as chairman.
The Rev. Henry Rowland will Secretary of State George Glenn
la, has returned to Humboldt, The officers
were elected as folbegin a revival meeting at Ced- Hatcher has announced.
Tenn.
lows: .President, Barbara Kilar Bluff Baptist Church MonNames of the parties and their
gore; vice president, Margaret
day, Sept. 27, at 7:30 o'clock.
candidates, along with . instruc
Jones; secretary, Patsy LockSunday night's speaker will tions for preparing ballots, will
hart; treasurer, Connie Brasher,
be the Rev. Harold Schaly, who be sent to all county clerks snortsnd publicity chairman, Wilma
will speak at 7:30.
ly, he said.
Sue Cummins.
Hatcher said the ballot would
The meeting was closed with
FIRST BAPTIST
be about 18 inches wide and 10
the M. Y. F. Benediction.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
inches long.
945 a.m. Sunday School.
The Democratic party will be
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
first on the left side of the balOld Madisonville Road, Rev.
8:45 p.m. Training Union.
lot because it's the party now
E Cunningham, pastor.
The Rev. Walter J. Hoshal, in power, with Republicans in
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. State superintendent of the An the second column and SocialYoung People's Servite 11:00 ti-Saloon League, w ill preach ists in the third. Socialists were
Sunday at 11:00 o'clock.
put in the third column because
p.m.
Dr. F. M. Masters will preach they were the only other party
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer at 7:30 o'clock, in the absence with a candidate in the last
of the pastor, the Rev. H. G. M. general election—the gubernaservice 7:00 p.m.
:oriel race of 1947.
Saturday, Evangelistic service Hatler.
Others will be placed in the
7.00 p.m.
LEBANON BAPTIST
order petitions were filed with
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
the States' Rights Democratic
7:30 Evening Worship.
Services held every second
party in the last column dn tha
Morning Worship, 11 am.
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
right' side. Other parties will be
and
Sunday morning at 11
Socialist-Labor in the fourth
BARBEE MEMORIAL
o'clock.
column, New Progressive in the
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
fifth and Prohibition in the
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R EDUCATION WEEK
September 26-October 3 has sixth.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and little
been proclaimed by the presity can be achieved nowhere
daughter, Carolyn, and Miss
dent as
Christian Education
Debbie Butts are visiting relawithout a measure of industrial
Week. During this period an eftives in Gary, Ind.
productivity."
fort will be made to call to the
Members of the Westminster
are contributing to national reattention of every citizen in
Fellowship had charge of sercovery and contributing to the
the nation the importance of
vices at the First Presbyterian
prosperity of other nations. "I
Christian training and to give
church Sunday night. Miss
do not for a moment accept the
an opportunity for all ChrisDorothy Brasher led the devoold argument which ene still
tian churches to make a united
tional, Miss Mary Louise Canasometimes hears expressed—that
effort
to
strengthen
their in- by sending
da read the scripture; prayer by
machine tools alsroad
fluence in the community.
Miss Thelma Mae Canada, Miss
we are, by reequipping the inDoris Brown, offering. Miss
dustries of other countries, enJane Belt gave an interesting Machine Tool Export
abling them to compete with us
London — AP — Minister of and damage us," he says. 'If we
talk concerning her recent trip
George Strauss says are to prosper other countries
to the Young People's Confer- Supply
Britain's exports of machine tools must prosper, too, and prospert('nce, at Grant Rapids, Mich.

OKLAHOMA ALFALFA
CRIMSON CLOVER
VETCH
LADINO CLOVER
ORCHARD GRASS
RYE GRASS
TIMOTHY
RYE (Balboa)
BARLEY
CLARKAN WHEAT
RED HEART WHEAT
WHITE CLOVER
BLUE GRASS
KY. 31 FESCUE

At [he Churches

1 Parties To Be
On State Ballot

Yes ... Chevrolet alone gives the Big-Car Quality
and Big-Car Value that have caused snore people to
buy Chevrolets than any other cart Chevrolet alone
gives these Big-Car Advantages at lowest cost!

Do You Have Red Clover Seed
To Be Cleaned?
CAYCE-YOST HAS THE MOST MODERN
EQUIPMENT TO CLEAN RED CLOVER

With theses machines your are sure of
receiving the highest market price

Mato %Apo
in All-round Safety!
Your own tests will prove
that Chevrolet has more
riding comfort because of
Its Body by Fisher and
Improved Unitized KneeGliding Ride.

Chevrolet's valve-in-head
"World's Champion" engines have delivered more
miles, to more owners,
than any other motor-car
power plant built today!

Chevrolet's Unitized
Knee-Action Ride plus
Positive-Action Hydraulic
Brakes plus Fisher Unlsteel Body Construction
provide triple protection!

Its smooth over-all design
and its world-famous Body
by Fisher assure Chevrolet of beauty-leadership as
well as fine workmanship
and sturdy construction.

My .191-IN
Kentucky
and

S. GAHONEIR

All women except
tomatoes to get. Some gardeners
have used more of the fertilizer less were forbidden te
they applied at setting time, • enclosure at the
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MORE TROUBLES AND
TRIUMPHS
Last week was started a garden Inventory. of successes and
failures, and here follows a few
more items.
LIMA BEANS: Those who this
year tried Fordhook 242, and a
similar one, Fordhook Concentrate, have been delighted with
them, even in those parts of th
state where plenty of rain fell.
These two strains of Fordhook
are suited especially for making beans despite hot and dry
weather that makes common
Fordhook dissipate its energy
in blooming, but setting and filling no pods.
"supplementary
Incidentally,
feeding" of limas was tried here
and there and found to enhance
pod-setting still more. The way
it is done is, at first-pod setting,
to broadcast superphosphate in
ribbons about 16 inches from
the row, both sides, one pound
to 50 feet, and scratch cultivate
it in. By that time, much of the
phosphorus applied at the star.
may have become "locked up,"
and the fresh phosphorus here
takes up, to stimulate pod-setting and filling.
TOMATOES: Apparently each
year new Kentucky gardener,
run afoul of the disease tomato
wilt, and need to be told the
resistant sorts: Break 0' Day
and Valiant (early), and Pritchard, Marglobe and Rutgers,
main crop. Besides being able
to live where the older sorts
succumb, all these are superb
tomatoes. Thus it may well be
the part of constrictive pessimism to use them, as there is
no telling when Wilt may invade a garden. And once come,
it stays forever, apparently.
Tomatoes, too, respond to supplementary feeding with nitrogen, and sometimes with phosphorus. The best time for nitrating
seems
to be
when
the third bud-cluster forms, and
some gardeners have found that
another such application at fifth.
cluster gives response. The idea
is to replace with fresh nitrogen
that which by this time may
have largely leached away, each
time using a tablespoon of nitrate ringed about the plant,
about 20 inches across the first
time, and 30 inches, the next.
Supplementary feeding with
phosphorus is accomplished at
the same time and in the same
way, using one to two ounces
of superphosphate. The philosophy here is that the original
phosphorus of the fertilizer used
when the tomatoes were set becomes fixed, difficult for the

One 3-Room Dwelling on Steger Street
ONLY $1700
Iso several farms and other city property
for sale.
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New Tractor Grease Guns.
10 x 22 Firestone Tires.
4x 19 Firestone Tires ..
(Including Tax)
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Spreading Borax
Benefits Alfalfa
Reporting on expei talents in
using borax on alfalfa in
60
Kentucky counties, S. C. Jones
of the College of Agriculture
and
Home Economics believes most
farmers should spread 20 pounds
of borax an acre on their
alfalfa fields. .
Borax on alfalfa this season
was especially beneficial where
there was insufficient rain. The
alfalfa remained green where
it was applied, and there was
Increased yield of hay.
Twenty pounds of borax to
the acre would help alfalfa for
at least four years, Mr. Jones
said. He cautioned farmers not
to use more than 20 to 25 pounds
to the acre, as too heavy applications might injure alfalfa and
other crops that followed it.
supplies of ,gasoline may be kept
in safety cans or metal drums in
a well-ventilated shed at least
40 feet, away from all buildings.
"Bottled gas," that is, liquified
petroleum gas tanks, also should
always be stored outside of
homes or barns, and installed according to National Board of
Fire Underwriters standards.
Chimneys and flues rank second only to lightning in the number of fires caused, and the yearly cleaning and repair of both is
essential.
The increasing use of electrical equipment on farms has als3
introduced new hazards, the National Board stated. Farmers are
cautioned to have any extension
in wiring checked by the local
inspection authority, and to
clean and oil all electrical
equipment regularly to prevent
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Federal Tux

Workshop Leader

Prescriptions
Phone 611

000 DRUG STORE

"Organization Wins Elections" will be the theme of a
campaign school for Democratic women, to be held Fri.
day, Sept. 24, at Democntic
headquarters in the Seelbach
Hotel, Louisville. Mrs. Charles
Tillett, vice-chairman of the
Democratic National Committee, will lead the organizational workshop. Mrs. Richard
Moberly, Richmond, campaign
chairman, will introduce Mrs.
Earle Clements, wife of the
Governor, who will speak.

overheating. All electric lights
and wiring should be placed out
of the reach of animals, and
should be equipped with metal
guards.
Mny grain-field fires can be
prevented by the use of an approved safety
muffler. Individual fire extinguishers attached to tractors, threshers, and
other machinery are helpful in
fighting fires in the field.
Farmers were also warned not
to throw away burning cigarettes or matches, one of the major fire causes in both rural and
rban areas.
The old rule against burning
over land on a windy day should
be rigidly observed, and when
I land is burned fire authorities
and forest rangers should be notified in advance.
The growing tendency to dry
hay and feed grains with powerdriven farm equipment and artificial heat has int/oduced another farm hazard. 'These dr)
ers burn oil, coal, or bottled gas.
The ehief hazards are careless
handling of fuels and overheating of equipment.
All drying equipment should
be inspected by local inspection
authorities, and for greater safety farmers should use only
equipment inspected by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.
Although the Rhine is less
than half as long as the Danube
it has, in modern times, carried
at least twice the volume of
commerce.

NOTICE!
RS!
.. 3.25
. 43.69
. 9„74
OR

TAX
PAYERS

Ky. Farm News

The Danube River is called
the Donau by the Germans, the
Dunaj by he Czechs, the Dona
by the Hu-igarians, the Dorav
by Yugoslays and Bulgarians4
the Dunarea by the Romanians
and the Dunai by the Russians.

FEEL BLOATED
AFTER MEALS?
TRY RETONGA
If you feel bloaty and all puffed
up inside after eating, suffer
agonies from excess gas on the
stomach, and your food doesn't
seem to digest, then profit by the
experience of thousands of men
and women and try Retonga.
Taken just before meals, this
famous gastric tonic is intended
to step up the flow of vital digestive juices in the stomach, which
not only increases your desire for
food, but aids your digestion.
Retonga is compounded of
carefully blended extracts from
nature's medicinal roots, herbs,
and barks plus Vitamin B-1. It is
intended to relieve distress due to
the loss of appetite, borderline Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation,
insufficient flqw of digestive
juices in the stomach, and the
miseries that go with them.
• Retonga is sold with this
money-back guarantee: if the
first bottle of Retonga fails to
bring you gratifying and satisfying relief, its small purchase price
will be cheerfully refunded. You
and you alone are the judge. You
can get Retonga at Dawson Drug
Store.
—adv.

HORTON
WASHER

University of Kentuckys new
music department head, Dr. Ed
win E. Stein, arrived on the
ca-npuis last week to take up
duties as administrative direc
tor of music education. Dr. Stein
came to the University from
George Peabody College
in
Nashville and succeeds Dr. Alexander Capurso, who resigned
In the Middle Ages, hunting to accept a position at Syracuse
and fishing rights on his hold- University.
ings were universally reserved
foe the lord of the manor.
Everybody reads the Leader

half-belt. Tubs so easily and no ironing necessary!
In a raft of lovely-lady colors. Sizes 12-44..

/

Penney's Brings You
Big Pajama Values

Another Penney SAVING ... men's cotton
printed pajamas! COMPARE the features ...
Sanforizedt, colorful stripes, coat and slipover
styles, drawstring or elastic waistbands!
HURRY, get yours now at this ANNIVERSARY-LOW price! Sizes A. B. C. D.

Girls' Rayon Panties Size 4 to 14

Wonderful, wearable, easy-to-wash-and-iron
rayon crepe slips. Tailored,four-gored, straight
cut. (Not a bit of fluff on 'em!) Adjustable
shoulder straps, longer hemlines. Stock up now

far fall and winter! In tearoee or white. 32-44.

You'll like this full sine, full cispacity
Horton washer with its doable wan
tub, •Itiminurn asitmor, and % 11.P.
motor. Styled smartly. Washes clothes
wondmfolly. A very good buy as dila
very low price.

Super Market
Fredonia

nceton, Ky.

New Music Head At U. K.

$124.95

FEAGAN'S
Co.

.ps to the National 4-11 Con
gress in Chicago.
The calves are finishing well,
and the show is expected to be
one of the best ever held, according to M. S. Garside, field
agent of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, in
charge of the calf project.

Sour, Gassy Stomach
Promptly Relieved By
Famous Gastric Tonic

BIG, RUGGED AND BEAUTIFIL

It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or
having any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the Tax Commissioner beginning August 2and have same listed."

Si
HI,'
yl or (mania:.
have calve on feed ai follows:
Garrard, 47; Grayson, 50; Green,
93; Ohio, 48; Russell, 69; Washington, 50; Adair, 37; Meade, 70;
Jefferson, 31; Union, 69; Cumberland, 90; Monroe, 54; Simpson, 58; Shelby, 42; Allen, 36;
Boyle, 48; Casey, 61; Clark, 38;
Clinton, 43; Hart, 54; Mercer,
24, and Nelson, 26.
Several thousand dollars in
cash prizes will go to exhibitors
of the best calves. Owners of
breed champions will receive

At the seventh annual 4-H
Members of 4-H 'Clubs ol 51
Lawn Fete in Campbell county,
Kentucky counties are feeding
sponsored by the 4-H advisory
2,214 calves for the 27th annual
(4nincil, $239 was raised for club
Fat Cattle Show and Sale to be
work.
held at the Bourbon Stock Yards,
L. King of Pine Mountain in in Louisville, Nov. 10, 11 and
12.
Letcher county now has 80 hives
Pulaski county boys and girls
are feeding 198 calves, the larof bees.
Several 4-H club members in gest number in any one county.
Casey county NOT) grew tobacco One hundred and eighty are beare said to have had as fine ing fed in Wayne county and
crops as any produced in the 112 in Warren county.
county.
The expected bumper crops
of field earn and popcorn in Calloway county were cut by
drouth.
It is estimated that 1,000 acres
in Spencer county will be seeded to alfalfa this fall.
In Christian county, horn emakers have made 134 slipcovers
and refinished 191 pieces of furniture.
Forty-two homemakers clubs
in Jefferson county are receivi n g homemaking information
from the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Where John Freeman of Estill county failed to sow cover
crops on his tobacco-land last
year, the tobacco plants were
18 inches shorter than on the
enriched area.
Hail
caused
approximately
$75,000 worth of damage to U.bacco in central Pendleton county.
Clem Greenwell of Daviess
county estimated that he will
harvest 3,000 pounds of 17A V,
bacco an acre on four acres.
Ladino clover and Ky. 31 fescue, sowed as a pasture mixture
in Fulton county, provided a
generous amount of feed over
a long-growing season.
More than 75 farmers in Russell county used over 1,000
Lightweight chenille! At a low, low price! Rows
pounds of fertilizer on corn this
year, while three years ago, no
of soft plushy tufts ... big collar ... waist-whittling
one used that amount.

Site-et:al Eoesetl

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS

'4-Hers Feeding 2,214
Calves For State Show

Page Five

A 464 Anniversary Special! Lustrous rayons bursting with brilliant novelty design prints, bright floral.,
and other handsome patterns. The gentle draping
quality gives the look of 1948 to your fall &woe.—
at a prie• of bag ago! Generous 39" width.
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Deaths -funerals
Funeral services for Pet. Cecii
Davis, 32, who died from wounds
received in action on Anzio
Beachhead, Italy, December 26,
1943, will be held Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the First
Christian Church, with the Rev.
Torn W. Collins
officiating.
Members of the VFW will also
be in charge. The body will arrive Friday night and be at Morgans Funeral Home until time
of the funeral.

Piivate Davis rnarriett the for
Pvt. Robt. B. McChesney
mer Mary Johnson, who sur
'1'lle body of l'vt Robert B.
.11iu.L...pther suniivvrs are.; McCheirriry, son or mr -and Mrs.
their two children, Evelyn MarL. B. McChesney, Fartrersville,
eele and Robert Wayne; his mowill arrive tomorrow morning
ther, Mrs. Ed Davis, Maple Aveat 2:30 o'clock, from Europe,
nue; four sisters, Mrs. V. B. where he was killed
in action
Johnson, Mario n, Ill., Mrs. in World War II.
Funeral services are schedulGeorgia Hubbard, Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Paul Clark, Memphis, ed for Sunday afternoon, at the
Donaldson Baptist C hurc h,
Tenn., and Miss Vaden Davis,
Farmersville.
of the homestead; two brothers,
Interment will be in Mors.
W. E., Waterloo, Ia., and A. B.
Cemetery, with the Ray-Crider
Davis, St. Louis, Mo.
Interment will be in Cedar McNabb post VFW in charge of
services.
Hill Cemetery.

Homemakers News
Lebanon

TAX NOTICE
The County Tax Books are now open.
Taxes paid before
NOVEMBER 1, 1948
will be allowed 2% discount.

W. OTHO TOWERY
Sheriff Caldwell County.

Announcing...
Re-Opening Of

TREASURE HOUSE
ANTIQUE SHOP
TUESDAY, SEPT. 28
11 A. M. to 5 P. M.

Morning, evening or Sunday appointments.
All Furniture, Lamps, Bric-A-Brac, etc., will
go on sale on this date.

Mrs. Claude Petrie, Owner
P1IONE-499 Res.

2412 S. Main St.

1382-J Shop

Friendship News

Hopkinsville

Members of
the Lebanon
Homemakers Club canned an
average of 200 quarts of fruits
and vegetables each during the ACT OF KINDNESS .MAY
months of July and August, it ENRICH HER $35,000 — Mrs.
was reported Tuesday afternoon, Jean Geis Brehm (above),
Sept. 14, at the club's regular blonde 19. year-old waitress,
meeting at the home of Mrs. poses happily in Chicago af
George Markoff.
ter she learned that a meal
Mrs. Virgal Phelps canned sev- she bought for a "bum" in
en varieties of vegetables total- 1946 may bring her $35,000.
ling 232 quarts, plus 100 quarts She said a man—whose name
of fruits. This was in addition she thought was Johnson —
to what Mrs. Phelps canned ear- couldn't pay for a meal he
lier in the season.
ordered in a restaurant where
The major lesson for the she was employed. She paid
month, "Style Trends", was giv- for the meal. A few days. ago
a New York law firm informen by Mrs. Ella Gallagher.
After the recreation period, ed her a man named Edward
let by Mrs. Howard Pickering. Johnson had died, leaving her
refreshments were served to the $35,00C of his half-million dol,following members: Mrs. Pollard lar estate. (AP Wirephoto)
Thompson; Mrs. 0. C. Carthostess at the October meeting.
wright; Mrs. Howard Pickering;
Mrs. Tillie Pickering; Mrs. Ella
Gallagher; Mrs. James McGreg- Friendship
or; Mrs. Maurice Glass; Mrs.
Friendship Homemakers met
Virgal Phelps; Mrs. Clay Scott; Thursday, Sept. 18, at
the home
Mrs. George Markoff; Mrs. Harof Mrs. S. P. Davis. The group
old W. Haile; Mrs. Cash Gray,
studied style trends and Mrs.
and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
Leon Cummins presented the
"Citizenship Goals." The next
Crider
Crider Homemakers met at the mecting will be held at the home
home of .Mrs. Hugh Yates Wed- of Mrs. Herman Oliveir, Ocnesday, Sept. 15 at 2 o'clock, tober 21.
with 6 members and two visitors present.
Following the business session, Mrs. Frank Wilson, clothing leader, gave an interesting
lesson on "Style Trends", stressing the importance of buying
the right style of clothes to suit
the person who is to wear them.
Mrs. Dolph Williamson, recreation leader, conducted the social hour with games and c
tests, after which Mrs. Yates
served refreshments to: Misses
Grace Adamson and Nell Guess
and Mesdames Clifton Clift,
Ralph Griffin, Floyd Dunbar, J.
C. Myers, Cleveland Hayes, A.
D. McElroy, Raymond Phelps,
Arlie Vinson, Charles Wilson,
Dolph Williamson, S. G. Wigginton, Revis Nelson, Frank Wilson, Herbert Williams and James
Satterfield.
Mrs. Clifton Cliff will be

By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Otis Storms and family, of
Princeton. and Mr. and Mrs.
Otho Storms and family were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hooper Sunday.
Mrs. James Wilson has returned home from a few days'
visit in Princeton.
Mr. Tommie Teear recently
• isited Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Teear, of Dawson Springs.
Miss Bettie Storms, and brothers, Otho, Jr., and Jimmie,
have been ill of intestinal flu.
Wallace Oden is erecting 3
Hopkinsvillt
on
new house
toad.
-Homemakers Schedule
Sept, 23, 1:30 p.m., Bethany.
Mrs. Leo Coleman, hostess.
Sept. 24, 2 p.m., Eddy Creek,
Mrs. M. P. Brown, Jr., hostess.
Sept. 24, 2:30 p.m., Hopkinsville Road, Mrs. J. F. Graham,
hostess.
Sept. 27, 1:30 p.m., Quinn,
Miss Alta Towery, hostess.
Sept. 28, 2 p.m., Cobb, Mrs.
Robert McCalister, hostess.
Sept. 29, 1:30 p.m., Farmers
ville, Mrs. Pat Towery, hostess

For Sale!
Few choice building lots.
Improved Street

Hugh J. Hunsaker
427 E. Market St.

RADIO
2-Hour Service on small radios - all makes of
radios - phonographs and P. A. systems repaired
Our guarantee backed by 15 years of dependable service.
Located on E. Main St., near VFW Post.
Open 'til 8 P. M. daily except Sunday.
We buy, sell or trade.

CENTRAL RADIO SERVICE
Princeton, Kr.

El Patio 40% Wool

Sizes 6 to 16 Novelty Flannel

Sport Shirts
$2.95

Sport Shirts
$1.95

Men's Blue

Young Men's

Chambray Shirts
Sanforized shrunk

$1.47

Tweed Trousers

SATISFACTION
ATLAS'
BATTERY

Boys'

OXFORDS
$4.95

Sport Coats
$4.95

27" White

36" Spun

Cut from bolt

25 c

Whity's Service Station
N. Ct. Sq.

Phone 117

$3.95
All Wool Fancy

Outing Flannel

You're off in a flash with an
Atlas Battery. Starts like a
charm... dependable always.
Certified capacity. What's
more, every battery is backed
by a written warranty. Pep
up your ear with an AtIsg.
See us today!

Grey and Tan

Men's
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DRESSES TO BE MODELED IN
WINDOWS ALL DAY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
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Hundreds Of
Worth Of
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Let Us Give You A Dem
Featu

‘._

Prompt -Courteous - Dependable

Insurance Service

PLAY SAFE

-:-

NEW FALL DRESSE
JUST RECEIVED!
Don't Miss This Special Dress Event! SAVE $3 to $7.5
on that NEW FALL DRESS by Shopping FEDERATED du
ing our Sensational DRESS WEEK PROMOTION. by
ly Fall Styles in Crepes, Romoines, Failles, Spuns,Gabor
dines... in Blacks, Grays, Blues, Plaids.

Be Well Dressed For Fall and Spare
Your Budget!
Don't Fail to Register at Our Store For 5 Nit
Prizes to be Given Away Saturday! Nothing to Bu
... No Obligation. Two $8.00 Dresses For Firs
and Second Prizes. All Your Have to do is Writ
Your Name!

5.71

OUR AIM
TO PLEASE

Sizes 6 to 18

Rayon Prints
49c

paneloemrl.asatndsveMekrs.t..

C. A. BOLEN, Owner-Mgr.

Special Values
Boys'

Edgar Thompson, a former
Caldwell countian, but for last
II years a citizen of Tucumearl, New Mexico, has been visiting relatives and old friends
and schoolmates of this county
for the last week. Mr. Thompson is a retired Railroad employe.
Mrs. James Wilson has been
on the sick list the last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. a Courtney
end children. Billie and Peggie,

tember 23, 1

HOPK

WORTH ITS %WIGHT IP

Men's

Carpenter Walter Mdf../ bun
the contract of building a new
barn for Pollard Thompson.
Quite a few cases of intestinal flu have been repor,d in
different sections of this end of
county.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Blalock,
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Blalock and
Mrs. Minnie Dixon, of Dawson
Springs, attended the revival at
Lebanon Church last Tuesday
night.

, So

CALL US

Sizes
9 to 15
7.77
12 to 20
38 to 44
16/
1
2to 24/
1
2
46 to 52 10.71
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Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"
roMPIINV

John E.Young Ins.Agency
Tel. 25

_frinceton, Ky.

Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Tenor

Seas
W. G. Walroad, Mgr.

Princeton, Kentucky
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Mr. and Mrs. J. A, Prange,
Hopkinsville, were guests of Mr. Two Princeton Youths
-and Ates,--14.- 4.7-Orsnge—and
and Mrs. H. IN. Nichols, N. Har- Join Fiesi
rison street, Sunday afternoon.
Two men from Princeton have
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff enlisted in the First
Cavalry
returned to Kansas City, Mo.,
this morning where he will re- Division, Sergeant James Glpenter Kansas City Art Institute. ..on announced Tuesday. They
They spent seven weeks here
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. are: Charles L. Murphy, 19, son
of Mrs. 1Vlaymie Murphy, and
W. L. Granstaff.
Billy L. Corley, 18, son of Mr.
Containers made of stainless Alvin Corley. The First Cavalry
steel have a service life of about Division is now stationed in
14 years.
Tokyo, Japan. The men will
have basic training at Fort
Frederick the Great is said to Knox before
joining their outfi,.
have made his coffee with
champagne — and then added
Saltiest of all ocean areas is
mustard to the drink.
the Red Sea.

Covalry

Dorothy Ann Davis
Phone

50

sive faltered more or less
Gaither - Campbell Vows son, Middletown, 0.; Gary Hobgreat task of happiness:
To
Be Exchanged Oct. 8 good, Wayne Chandler, Lexinghave moved among my race
ton, C. 0. Grady, Marion; GorMiss
Jane Lunt
glorious
no
morn
snown
Gaither,
don Lisanby, John Sims, Standaughter of Dr. and Mrs.
face:
Gant ley
Sharp, Conway Lacey, the
human Gaither,
„Its from happy
Hopkinsville, and Ian honoree,
and Miss Louise Kevil.
Eric Olaf Campbell, of
The hostess was assisted in
New
moved me not: if morning York and Lexington, son of Mrs. serving by her
mother, Mrs. R.
Gordon Moore Campbell, of
Lex • Roy Towery, and little Billy
ington,
will
food,
exchange marriage Giannini.
and sum my
vows at 8 o'clock Friday evenFirst prize was won by Mrs.
'in,
ing,
Oct. 8, at Grace
• on my sullen heart in
Episcopal Harry Joiner, Jr.; second, Mrs.
church, Hopkinsville.
James McCaslin; and low,
WU
The ceremony will be follow- Louise Kevil. Mrs.
most pointed pleasSchu!tz was
ed
by
a
receptio
given
n
at
a
the
• ,ke
guest prize.
Gaither
icy spirit broad awake. residence.
Robert Louis Stevenson
Gillespie Circle
Mrs. Schultz Honored
The Gillespie Missionary Circle of the First Baptist Church
At Bridge Party
n - Croxton
tins Morgan announces
A dessert-bridge was given met last Tuesday night, Sept.
14, at the home of Mrs. Harold
-nage of her daughter, recently in honor of Mrs.
Ray-disc, to Mr. A. J. Crox- mond S. Schultz, of Louisvil
Rowland. Sixteen members anle,
kinsville, at the home by her sister, Mrs. B.
W. Gian- swered the roll call. Visiting,
were Miss Nancy .Stowers and
'ttv. Sam J. Henninger, nini, at her home in Marion.
pastor. Attending the
Guests were Mesdames John Miss Dorothy Asher. Mrs. Paul
were Mrs. Line Mor- Morgan, George Pettit, Ralph Owens was enroled as a new
, Christine Skees, Mr. Randolph, Harry Joiner , Jr., member.
Davis and Miss Sarah James McCaslin, Thomas Lacey,
After a devotional by Mrs.
veil.
Hewlett Morgan, Bill Culbert- Ted Gray, Mrs. Clint Howard
presented the evening's program on 'Christian Science".
Assisting Mrs. Howard
were
Mrs. Louis Litchfield and Mrs.
Lowry Caldwell.
Mrs. Marshall Morgan Royce was the former Martha
Following a brief business sesJane
sion, refreshments were served Lester, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. a.B. Lester, Washing
ton street,
to the following members: Mes- before her marriage Monday, Sept. 6, at
the First Baptist
dames Sam Steger, Charles Mc- Church. The couple is at home in Nashville, Tenn.,
where Mr.
Lin, John Baldridge, Betty Lee Royce is attending Vanderbilt College.
Tracey, Paul Owens, James
Exclusive
Miss Suzanne Sparks, NashCarr, J o e Weeks, Kenneth
at
ville, spent last week-end with
Spickard, Ted
Gary,
Louis
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Litchfield, Erbie Lane Ed
Sparks, Eddyville Road.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
Krinar d, Clifford McConnell, have returned from L. Mays
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Eggers
Tonkawa.
Clint Hubbard, Lowry Caldwell, Okla., where they accompanied and daughter, Gayle, of Louisand Misses Nancy Stowers, Doro- their son, Bill, who has reen- ville, were recent guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
thy Asher, and Irene Beckner tered Oklahoma College.
Mrs. Ruth N. Lide has left C. Shultz at the home of her
Mrs. Sam Stegar served as co- for Corpus
Chrtsti, Tex., to visit parents, Mr. and Mrs., Roy Towhostess.
her daughter, Mrs. Howe Nagel, ery, West Main street. Mrs. EgHOPKINSVILLE
and
Lieutenant Nagel, after gers is the former Doris Mcspending the summer with her Guirk, of Princeton.
Mr. anti Mrs. Owen Dunbar
Birthday Party
sister, Mrs. E. L. McLin, Washend little daughter , Patricia
Little Billy Giannini II was ington street.
Lynn,
returned last Thursday to
Mr. and Mrs. W. 3.. Edwards
honored with a party on this
have returned to their home in their home 'in River Rouge,
third birthday Wednesday, Sept. Roanoke
Rapids, N. C., after a Mich., after a two weeks' visit
15; by his mother, Mrs. B. W three weeks' visit to
her par- to friends and relatives here.
Mrs. Lona Dalton and Miss
Giannini, at the home of her ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koltinparents, Mrs. R. Roy Towery, sky, Eddyville Road, Mrs. Ed- Georgia Dalton spent last weekwards is the former Gloria Kol- end at Great Smoky Mountains
West Main street.
National Park, in Tennessee.
tinsky.
Mrs. Raymond C. Schultz,
Mr. B. T. Daum spent Sunday
Mrs. William
Louisville, assisted in the ser- daughter, Jo Ann,Pickering a n d in Connersvile, Ind., and was acand Mrs. F. T. companied home
oy his son,
ving.
Linton and daughter, Betty Jo,
Tommy, who spent several days
ve You A Demonstration Of Outstanding
Guests included Harry Masor. spent last Thursday in Evans- here.
Joiner, Howell Harrelson, Bet- ville.
Features of
Col. and Mrs. R. L. Putman,
John C. Harrelson, son of Mr.
ty Pettit, George Pettit, Joe and and
Mrs. Hearne Harrelson, W. of Atlanta, Ga., will arrive next
TJiu,rsday for a week's visit to
Denis ,Williams, Fredon:a; Bob- Main street, left
Thuraday toe
bie Ann Coleman, Lee and North Carolina State College, hr casrents. Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Taylor,
Highland Avenue.
Johnny Egbert, Eddie Hackett, Raleigh, where he is enroled as
Mr. Carl Grady Moore, KnoxSara Demetria Walker and Lou a freshman.
Miss Jo Ann Pickering left ville, Tenn., is visiting his wife
Ann Drain.
Monday for Vanderbilt Univer- and son, Grady, Sr., at the home
sity, Nashville, where she has of her mother, Mrs. Joe CanWE WILL GIVE YOU
trell, S. Jefferson street.
enroled.
Mr. Pete Gates, Cincinnati,
Miscellaneous Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
A
0.,
spent last week-end with his
A miscellaneous shower was spent last week-end in Louismother,
Mrs. John C. Gates,
given Thursday night, Sept. 16, ville.
GOOD TRADE-IN
Bob Taylor, student at Van- Wash;ngton street.
by Miss Mary Wilson Eldred
Commander Cecil Harrison,
derbilt
and Mr. George Eldred at the spent lastUniversity, Nashville, Mrs. Harrison and their son.
FOR YOUR OLD RADIO
week-end with his Mettle,
have returned to Washhome of their parents, Mr. and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rumsey ington, D. C., after a visit
Victrolo 710V2
to
Mrs. Dique Eldred, W. Main Taylor, Locust street.
Dr. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes and
street, in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
isuwily,
W. Main stret.
Dique Eldred, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Martin, who recently marDr. and Mrs. Billy K. Keller,
George Eldred and Miss Mary
of Louisville, spent Wednesday
ried.
Wilson Eldred
with Dr. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes.
Mrs. Martin is the. former
Sylvia Ladd.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Arch
A RADIO FOR EVERY ROOM, EVERYONE
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
'In the Rear of Woodall's Office on Main Street/
Nichols, Mr. Billy Nichols, Mrs
Carl Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Chandler, Maple Avenue, on the birth
of a daughter, Sharon Lee, September 11.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ramage,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, Linda Sue, September 18.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cling
Detroit, Mich., on the birth of a
daughter, Pamela Rae, at
mel Hospital, Detroit, Mrs. Mettle Merrick, Princeton, reports.
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FOOTBALL
BHS vs. FRANKLIN-SIMPSON
8 P.M., Friday, Sept. 24

.71

This is Butler's first home game - - - Come out and
BOOST THE TIGERS

.71

THE

Young in tine and look ...gay in
mood and manner! NAN TAILOR
cuts a tabbed collar, adds
hip flaps and bodice buttons for
extra interest. Fashioned in
"Serenade*" luxury rayon crepe.
Black, pine green, forest brown,
wineberry, steel grey, honey, and
bluetone. Sizes 10 to 18.

B. H. S. BAND
Will parade between halves, making their first
appearance in their new uniforms.

$19.95

#wey.

Wel

Football Team Tickets On Sale By The

•.•
—in printed sheer rayon crepe with
necklace neckline of self cording.
The double-tiered skirt adds height
and slimness for that new longer
look. Fashion's favorite Spring
shades. Half-sizes.

Band Boosters - - - $3.00
Season Reserved Seats on Sale at

Si°re
ilidieS

vd-Ae
v.‘09\00

r )(OLIO

eE

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.- - - $1.00

Sula g
,

esiestersilanlailae.
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against Vandei hilt
in Nashville, Tenn., then comes
home for a month against secondary, opponents. The traditional Duke game in Durham, N. C.,
is the next anticipated rough afternoon. Back home again Tech
takes on Tennessee and Alaban-a
in succession. A breather follows, then the big one—the
Georgia Bulldog battle.
Bill Healy, a unanimous choice
for all conference honors at
guard last year, is back for his
senior year. Healy, who captained the 1947 team, is being
boomed for All-America honors,
with a recent poll of conference
coaches naming him as the
league's outstanding player.
Last season the Vols started
like a high school bunch and
ended with sound spanking of
Boston College, Kentucky a n d
Vandy. Neyland has only to
pick uo last November's momentum and he'll have a top season. However, he claims he's
still a year away from pre-war
Tennessee power. Behind the
line Tennessee has depth, experience and size. The line may
crop up with weakness in reserves and speed.
Alabama's Bowl babies—Harry Gilmer, Vaughn Mancha and
friends—are gone nearly to a
Itch opt•ms

(AP Newsleaturimi)

Atlanta — Georgia tech won't
se a -rambling wreck" this season. The Yellow Jackets will
do the wrecking in their own
back yard.
That's what Southeastern Conference observers think will
happen in deep Dixie. Most of
them have been of that opinion
since Tech Whipped Kansas 2014 in the Orange Bowl and since
they took a look at Tech's few
terious losses through gradu tion.
Tech's shedule this year is
tough, but the toughest teams
are fitted neatly between what
appear to be breathers. And
there are seven home games.
In a poll conducted among
Southeastern Conference coaches
and athletic directors, Tennessee
was picked to finish second. If
the Vols come through it will
mean Coach Bob Neyland has
climbed back near the top after his worst season in history.
Behind Tennessee the football
professors pick Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Vanderbilt, Mississippi State, Ole Miss, Tulane,
L. S. U. and Florida. Down at
the bottom is Auburn, onetime
Southeastern powerhouse, now
fallen to the depths.

CITY TAXES
City taxes are now due, and if unpaid after
November 1, subject to a ten percent penalty.
All water accounts are due the first of each
month, and if unpaid after the 18th of the month,
subject to a ten percent penalty.

Collector.

Experience is sadly lack
log in two line and two backfield spots. But the schedule
maker , must not have been
thinking of that. liamaas-slate
calls for nine conference battles,
the record down here.
In Athens, Pa., Wally Butts is
still looking for ends and run r
ners with light feet, good nevi
gational ability as well as
enough pounds to plow in the,
middle. The bulldogs probably
will be improved from last
year's Gator Bowl bunch. In
the backfield there is Johnny
Rauch, a ,top T quarterback.
This year Kentucky may havt
what was lacking badly last
fall—a first rate passe r---in
George Blanda, 190 pounds and
accurate. In addition the Cats
have Lee Truman for a full,
back. He's a cousin of Harry's.
If Vandy can wade through
the first month of fdotball they
should rate somebody's bowl.
The Commodores play an 11.
gameschedule including seven
conference neighbors.
Few colleges have as good a FIRE IN BUSINESS DISTRICT OF LOUIS\ I
KY.—Firemen
backfield as Mississippi State. battle spectacular fire in Louisville's busint.,
.,-t (Sept. 15).
Shorty McWilliams, Harper Da- Fire hit two paper box companies houstd in same building. Damvis, Truitt Smith and Jim Pitt- age was estimated unofficially at $250,000. (AP Wirephoto).
man lead the runners and passers. But they will be pushed
Leaves Grow Big
by
several substitutes
who
One of the best Burley crops
would be first string elsewhere.
in the history of Breckinridge
Up front the Maroons vitally
county, according to old-timers,
need experience.
is reported by Farm Agent KenBlack
Shank,
a
disease
that
One of the improved teams
neth A. Brabant. Pete Haycroft
of the league should be Tulane. could ruin farms for tobacco of Kirk has some leaves of Ky.
Green Wave win-loss account- growing, was reported in 23 25 which measure 36 inches long
ing has been sadly out of Kil- Kentucky counties this season.
and 18 inches wide. Paul Butler
The following statement con- of Roff measured leaves of Ky.
ter for several years, but if
Coach Henry Frnka can find cerning this serious disease 160 which were 37 inches long
several top flight linesmen the comes from Dr. W. D. Valleau, and 19 inches wide, while V. P.
plant pathologist at the Agri- Withers has unusually tall
trend will change.
L. S. U.'s new head coach, cultural Experiment 'Station at plants, the tallest topped ones
Gaynell Tinsley, inherited a fine Lexington:
measuring 71/
2 feet.
1. The disease is caused by a
team along with one of the nation's hardest schedules. The soil and water-borne fungus. It Everybody reads the Leader
Bayou Bengals' chances are re- can be distributed in soil carried
5. The disease can be kept in
flected in their 10-weeks slate— on machinery or on the hoofs of
Texas, Rice, Texas A & M, animals from an infested field control in a neighborhood where
Georgia, North Carolina, Mis- to another; but it is most com- the fungus is present if every
sissippi State, Alabama and Tu- monly spread by running water grower will follow the practice
lane. Tinsley needs tackles prin- where creeks overflow bottom- of going to a field each year
land. For example, it is now well that has not grown tobacco in
cipally.
Few experienced seniors will distributed along the North Elk- the last five years. It there is a
be available to help Coach Bear horn creek from the infested Creek or stream that is a source
Wolf and the Florida 'Gators. fiblds in Georgetown. It prob- of contamination, every effort
However, the passing should be ably is also spread by air-borne should be made to sow all overfair and backfield speed may spores although they are not flow land in grass and leave it
in grass permanently. In this
abundant.
prove to be the best feature.
2. The fungus remains in the way it may be possible to rid
The plainsmen of Auburn—in
their first year of a re-building soil about four years in the ab- the valley of the fungus.
era—are under Earl Brown, sence of tobacco. Therefore toNotre Dame end of the late thir- bacco should not be planted in
ties. Brown needs many things, an infested field until about five
mainly strong second anci third years have elapsed 'following an
teams. And he needs Travis Tid- outbreak. Every effort should
well with a normal ankle. Tid- be made not to carry the fungus on machinery and animals'
You can't get it by wire
hoofs or workmen's shoes, from
infested fields to clean fields After your home's on fire.
that are planted with tobacco.
3. Beds should be placed
Get It Here
when they can receive no drainage from an infested field as
Where the Golden Rule
the fungus will be carrietl— iri.
the soil at transplanting and in
Applies.
a wet season may result in complete failure.
4. Tobacco stalks and trash
from a diseased crop should be
burned.
man.

Tobacco Disease
In 23 Counties

il,,
t mber 23,

1
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Alfalfa Pays On
McCreary Farms

Tech Rated Southeast's Wrecker
By

ThursdaV

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Farmers in McCreary county
are_setting _gond _results. f.rom alfalfa, according to George D.
Corder, county agent. He citea,
the following examples:
Clarence Braden seeded two
acres of alfalfa in the fall of
1947, the total cost Of his seed
and fertilizer being $41. Three
cuttings of nine tons were valued at $380, and his fourth cutting was expected to yield about
two and a half tons. Mr. Braden
will have a return of about $460
from his $41 investment.
Earl Perkins seeded one and
a half'-acres to alfalfa in March,
1948, his seed, lime, fertilizer

$52.15. He estimated that he will
get $270 in hay from four cuttings.
K. TA-Tiff, Wh9 Seeded. two
and a half acres last fell,- said
if he got no more crops, he 'already has been overpaid for hi.,
expenses and labor.

dettavu

acres of alfalfa last
August,
third cutting this year
the second by ohly foietoll
nd tlItu days,
41114-34k1ran a half an acre.

Aothoriteel Repreaentatire of
Ohio Valley Termini: Corp.
0.Ce I 9
As Adr•rtlisitd In"This Poor'

president
The Whit

Electoral Coll.

t by

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Kentucky Rendering Works
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Safes an
Armored
In Hopkinsville
Why take chances o
a Mosier safe or amn
needs exactly—and
You can depend on

approved by the inde
oratories, Inc. It's th
far less than you thi
MOSLER SAFES
letter Be
Basler Safe
Ike Sorry/

Insurance

WE SAVE YOU UP TO $25.00 OR MORE

AND GIVE YOU UP TO 40% MORE HEA
WITH A NEW NORGE HEATER
TRADE

silo S. NY Mow
liltSswist Fort ItasiJEL

NOW—For a limit

time 0121y, Norge will give yo

C. A. Woodall

well led the nation in gaining
ground in 1946 as a freshman,
then broke and severely sprained an ankle. He's been operated
on twice and Brown does not
look for him to go at full speed
this season. Without Tidwell
Auburn probably won't either.

hot it Meetri!,

-,31

TERMINIX
Ak, 4,1 IN altml

this extra-generous trade4
allowance'on your presen

Ins. Agency

home heater. You'll get up
$25.00 ..:if you ACT NOW
See the complete line of Norg

Phone 54
— 117 W. Main St
Princeton, Ky.

Home Heaters today!

THESE MONEY-SAVING FEATURE
GIVE YOU UP TO 40% MORE REA

Workers Like to Have
Coke Near at Hand

• Heat Exchanger (porcelain-Used
inside and out)
•*Downdraft "Whiriator" Tube
• Triple-Air Oil Burner
• Single-Dial Heat Selector
• Constant-Level Meter Valve
• Suret-Flo Oil Tank (6 gallons)

or.
e
ostIoo
Ns exciting
obligats
you
%she, with the amazi
Med* by famous Co
hutarY towels, in a
Patterns, are being g
Sri. Get your
ft.. C
Our supply last

• "Tell-Tale" Visible Oil Gauge
• Automatic Draft Regulator
•no aA•o• Deofo

HURRY! HURRY!
THIS OFFER FOR A LIMITED TIME °NM

Health and happiness go hand in hand with children . . . regardless of their age. It's only common sense to begin the health program with proper food a fair share of milk. We recommend
homogenized milk. It's easier to digest and just as pleasant. You'll
find by actual test that children who consume the proper amount
of milk are the children who possess the greatest amount of mental
as well as physical energy. Let's raise a healthy generation as
well as an educated generation.

MODELS AND CASH DISCOUNTS
Model FH70
Cash Discount
You Pay

$ 99.95
15.50

$129.95 Model HH50
Cash Discount

. ........... . $104.95 You Pay . .......

•

Model FH55..............$119.95 Model DRH37
Cash Discount .
. . 18.50 Cash Discount

$ 84.45
$ 69.95
10.50
$ 59.45

PRINCETON CREAMERY

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY

B. T. DAUM, Prop.
110TTUFD UND1111 AtITHOIUTY OF THE COCA.COLA COMPANY IS
NOPKINSVILL1 COCA•COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Phone 161

0 1941 Ts. Coca Cole Cempony

Phone 88

Princt

NIO!,ca

e.

2
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STO TER
Flying ants may be termites-possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, can today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 5174
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Owensboro Exposition
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residential Election
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THE PRINCETON LEADER,
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Not For A Day But For All Time

Flat Rock School

Friday, Sept. 24

Safes and
rmored Money Chests

FOUND ONLY AT A&P

Say"EIGHT -and

It's

a DATE'

-,,i'Llit Ill

ANN PAGE FOODS

--]

Simple To Serve

n
.)

Clipper -iLy.s...are

The Mosier Safe Ca.

HEA

Of

day!

NG HARMS
MORE Mg
pon•kgegiol
r"Tuba
lector
er Vats

Lb.

tree! A8iqSoft

Lb.

Any Cut
12 to 14 lb. avg.

AliPiON BATH TOWEL.
No root No obli
gationl It's yours absolutely free
when
ou see our exciting
demonstration of the new
Bendix
she, with the amaz
ing Automatic Soap Injec
tor!
Mode by famous Cannon
Mills, a million of these
luxury towels, in
a gay assortment of colors and
Patterns, are being give
n away by Bendix Washer
e's Get your free Can
non towel while
°Jr supply last
s! Come in today!

4 to 8 lb.
Average

*Si

12

Jonathon

Lb.
Lb.

2
3
10
2

Bushel

2.49

Crisp

r
?U BUY
L

THREE DAYS
ONLY!
Monday,Tuesday,
Wednesday
Sept. 27-28 & 29

COME SEE THE WASHER WITH A "BRAIN"!
It can even put in its own soap!

p

$ 69.95
10 ,

tAsssi

KEYKO MARGARINE

NOM A BENDIX FOR AS LOW AS 1999sI
(Model S-401
, leclucliog manned lesfollaliee.)

1 lb. ctn.

2

lb. pkg.

42c

Nutritious For Your Pets

SWIFTINING

PARD DOG FOOD

41c

lb. loaf

33c
95c

15c

16 oz. can

2

CHERRIES
25c

No. 2 can

SCHOOL DAY

PEAS
New Pack

2

No 303 cans

29c

NIBLETS
Golden Whole Grain Corn

2

35c

12 oz. cans

1

8 O'CLOCK

COFFEE
3 Lb Bag 1.15
ARMOURS

TREET
Luncheon Meat

STA-FLO LIQUID STARCH

49c

12 oz. can

FLOUR
SUNNYFIELD PLAIN

25

Lb. Bag

BURRYS COOKIES, Delicious,
Assortment
HOLSUM PEANUT CRUNCH

CRYSTAL WHITE Laundry Soap

Fine For Pastry

Lb. Can

FREE SHOW! FREE TOWELS, WHILE THEY LAS

1.49

12-oz. pkg. 29e
1-11). jar 39c
Qt. Bottle Ile
3 bars

&se

elaP SeIjSwttlice

T! HURRYI

Opti on•Ir

Ky.

sher

49c
39c

YELLOW

Tasty Thrifty Spread For Bread

In
aU

49c
Lbs. 29c
Lb.
Bag 49c
Lbs. 25c
Lg.
Stalk 29c

17c
5k
35c
28c
39c

For

POUND CAKE GOLDEN
ALMOND TWIST COFFEE CAKE

CHEESE FOOD

Free gifts ... and a free show, tool You'll
be amazed to see this
greet new work-saving invention in action!
It's the Automatic
Sosip Injector. and the Bendix is the only wash
er that has it. Hard
to believe, but this "mechanical brain" actually
exact amount of soap and puts it in the wash measures out the
er at exactly the
right time! Yor'll be glad you came. .
and we will. tool

$ 59.45

Pascal

SURE GOOD OLEOMARGARINE
CHED-O-BIT

$ 99.9
!
$84

Lb.

69c
65c
65c
61c
69c
llc

FOUND AT A&P THRIFT PRICED FRUITS & VEGETA
BLES

Oil Gear
wafer

15.71

Lb.

tg

6 gollp"')

a

HAMS
SLICED BACON
SLAB BACON
SMOKED PICNICS
FRYERS Fu Dressed
OCEAN FISH
CANTALOUPES SIZE
SWEET YAMS
POTATOES 'CWohl:ers
APPLES
CELERY

27
41c Plain Olives
19
45c Noodles
59c Salad Dressing

All Good
Or Dawn

will givey.

out tracIe.12
our preseat
till get up to
ACT NOT'.
line of NO10

• • • Luscious To Eat . . . . Thrifty To Bu
y .

Ann Page Beans
2
P
Sparkle Gelatin Desserts 3
Whitehouse Milk
3
Peanut Butter
2

Howard D. Happy Co.

.4

Bleaches and Disinfects

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY

CLOROX

Phone 88

HEINZ

BABY FOODS
Strained
Aunior
3\lars 211c

r

Most Varieties

HEINZ SOUPS

Popular Brand

CIGARETTES

2 Ars 21e

is

rLac
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Safety Rules For Bike Riders
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"Enjoy your baby for what
he is. Don't put him in compeAc
t :4
tition with every other child."
AV;
--;
miti
4
sr.
This advice is to be found in
1)
420
• .....
---", .ffos0.
. ..\ •
,•
"Baby's Daily Time Cards," pub•
• '
.1
''
1)
21,1irCill-k 2t
lished by the U. S. Children's
..._v____V
Bureau of the Federal Security
Agency. It can, be yours by
".
simply writing . to the Superin../
.....
,
tendent of Documents, U. S.
IF
Government
Printing
Office,
Washington 25, D. C., enclosing
10 cents.
DO use orm signals to warn those
DON'T hitch to moving vehicles
DO ride single file on the extreme
These cards are grand guides
behind that you intend to slow
of any kind. This is one of the
right sid• of the road. Riclidg
to ,help you plan your new'
down, stop or turn. Bicyclists must
most dangerous bike stunts, takes
abreast or weaving In and out
baby's days. You'll want to
follow rules of road just the motormany lives end brings countless
of traffic slows vehicles, confuses
help him have good health and
ins if 1947 bike death toll of 550
injuries. You ore in danger from
motorists and boosts chance of
is
to
be
cut.
make a good start for a happy,
every direction.
accident.
useful life. Here are some of
the things the Bureau suggests
4
.Z! cALr
eti
you can do for your baby:
See that he has a complete
'Cr
4 b.*:
)
physical check-up at the time
1
1
fk
.t4r
'
eXk
of birth and again when he is
411/111
about a month old.
011164111
1
1
1H 1
Take him to a doctor at set
If
times for check-ups and advice.
A&\ A
•
••
Make ms home as healthful as
1
you can.
Get him comfortable clothes
kiktet shl:41!..
that will let him be free to grow
1 \-•
1
'
and to use his powers as they
I
develop.
Praise him when he does new
things. But never try to force
DONT carry passengers on the
DO have a dependable headlight
DON'T ride bike on sidewalk
him ahead faster than he wants
crossbar, handlebar or Fender.
as front and clean reflector on
when there are poditstrions or
to go.
Never break this note, even For
rear for night riding. Risk goes
playing children. Dismount and
Help him learn to like the
the best girl friend. Extras woke
up as sun goes down, so smart
walk your bicycle around them.
bik• hard to handle, is ow* of
food he needs.
riders will have bike in garage
thief crock-up canes
Give him a chance to get
by nightfall to be sale.
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
plenty of sleep.
Play with him.
Try to give him a peaceful, ury of Good Night Stories," edi
U. K. Law Dean 'Retires'
See that he gets sunshine and happy babyhood.
ted by Caroline Horowitz and
Dr. Alvin E. Evans, dean of
fresh air as much as you can.
If you can, plan your baby's just published.
the University of Kentucky ColKeep him away from all sick day so that his father will have
Designed for the three-to-sev- lege of Law since 1927, officialpeople.
a chance to be with him, and
en-year,,olds, it is a carefully se- ly stepped down as head of the
Make sure that he gets inocu- even help to care for him.
lected group of stories well University's fourth oldest aca• • •
lations to protect him against
demic division last week (Thurs.,
diphtheria and smallpox (and
Parents who have difficulty in within a child's range of comwhooping cough and tetanus, getting their youngsters to bed prehension. When mother com- Sept. 16). The veteran law edutoo, if your doctor says so).
will be interested in "A Trees- pletes the reading of a story, cator assumed a change of ocher 'child should be left in a cupation in accordance with U.
comtnetely relaxed mood. Thera K. policy on age and length of
are no disturbing ideas, no sit- service. He was succeeded by
uations which strike terror, no Prof. Elvis J. Stahr Jr., a U. K.
attempt t o capture interest graduate and former Rhodes
through a frightening focus. The scholar.
36 stories in this book are accompanied by full-page Illus- stories just right for third gradtrations highlighting each story. ers to read themselves.
The shortest stories take two
minutes to read, the longest,
eight.
Another new book for children, "Here and Now Story
Book," is written by Lucy
Sprague Mitchell and illustrated
by the late Hendrik Willem van
Loon and Christine Price.
Agent
tC
The age range is a wide one,
COMPLETE INSURANCE
beginning with stories suitable
Phone 111
for reading aloud to the very
youngest and continuing through

tlitA".1

mg

Nit, I r\

The harbor at Tutulia Island,
There were about
Middlesbrough, Eng. — AP — American Samoa, has been cal- business „ firms in t
Can't go to the movies? No led the best and most beautiful States in 1900 and ab
000 in 1947.
haby-sitter? That's no problem in wthe South Sees.
tltrFF.—Theo Mottle-Brit/se Witt prer
- vide one, deliver her In a taxi,
and then drive you to the show.
When it's over, they'll take you
home and pick up the sitter.
A Middlesbrough movie-house
has hired 30 girl sitters and
footing the bill for the firs10
week.

Service,Do Luxe

Dawson Road

As :-----

---By David Tay-lor

spent Sunday in Mexico, Crittenden county.
Mrs. Zora Franklin is slowly
inwroving.
Mrs. Grace Cox and children
visited Mrs. Ethel Nichols Sun.
day.
Mr. George Powell visited Mr.
Hamp Franklin •Stinday.
Miss Evelyn Walker spent one
Ancient Greek athletic conday last week with her sister, teats were intimately connected
Mrs. Russell McDaniels.
with religion.
Mr. Harlin Thomas visited
Owen Crowder Sunday.
Mrs. Ida Franklin Vlo
Beautify Your HOME
dinner guest one day last week
of Mrs. Tom Cavanaugh.
with
Mr. Roy Edin *as in our
community one night last week.
EVERGREENS,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bell and
granddaughter, of Drakesboro,
ORAMENTAL TREES
called on Geo. Franklin for a
short visit Thursday night. They
and SHRUBS ...
formerly lived in Princeton.

I

Limit In Value Of
Nitrogen On Tobacco
In tests at the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Lexingof varying
ton, applications
amounts of nitrogen increased returns from tobacco, when not
more than 150 pounds to the
acre were applied. Additions of
50, 100, 150 and 200 pounds of
nitrogen to the acre were tried.
Increased returns were received
up to 150 pounds. There was little difference in returns when
150 to 200 pounds to the acre
were used.

Bring me a drawing of your
house and surroundings and I
will help you with your landscaping needs. A telephone call
will bring me promply to
your home for an estimate
Also plant fruit trees, grape
vines and berry plants.
I have a complete line of
nursery stock.

H. L. HOBBY
205 S. Seminary St. Phone 153
PRINCETON, KY.

STAG PIPE AND
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

Put All Your Debts In One Ba
"Don't put all your eggs in one basket" th
saying goes. That's good advice on far
come. The more different sources of income
have, the better off you'll be.
But DEBT is different. The more you scatter
debt the more you multiply your troubles.
perience proves it's best to CONCENTRATE
debts. .. put them all in one basket.
Avoid having scattered debts. Save mone
consolidating ALL your debts in a 4% FED
LAND BANK loan. Protect yourself with lo
terest for years ahead. Be secure with a I
term loan

THREE RIVERS NAT'L. FARM
LOAN ASS'N.
J. D. Alexander, Sec'y-Treos. Ken
Princeton,
Phone 30

Cool Mornings You'll Need

ALARM CLOCKS
$2.95 up
POCKET and WRIST WARR
$3.50

FLASHLIGHTS

LUXOR COSMETICS

EXPANSION
WATCH BANDS
75c and up

No more menu dullness,
when you have out-ofseason treats all year round.

Everything Photographic
Kodaks
Movie Cameras

Brownies
Slide Projectors
Movie Projectors
Screens
Flash Units
Carry Cases
Dark Room Supplies
Paper and Developers

You won't fully appreciate your favorite shots until you have
them enlarged by our experts. Bring In your negatives today
for detailed enlargements. Prompt Service.

Discover how easy it is to
prepare foods for home
freezing — and how delicious they truly ore!

Today's the day to come in and learn about
the things a Home Freezer can do to make
living brighter, healthier and happier for
you
and your family.
all

Alreuetiamt.' esfoot

eatutke,1

HAMBY ELECTRIC SERVICE
And Supply Co.
N. HARRISON ST.

PHONE 707

HOW SMART CAN
YOU REF In this —or any
Doris Dodson—you're the
smartest girl in town!
Green, navy or black plaid
wool belted in red.9 to IS.

IN FACT, OUR STORE IS THE
PHOTO MAKERS PARADISE.
COME SEE!

1-3 OFF
JERGEN'S
FACE CREAM

Other Doris Dodson Annions
from $12.95
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Blank to
of 3 with this eau
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Only 83c
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Wood's Drug Store
Phone No. 7
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$1.13 Value

Exclusive at

Fredonia, Ky.
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And Box of Exciting New Pow,i,

$19.95

SAM HOWERTON'S

' •thclutF

this Offer

Special Sale

$1.25

Find out for yourself how
food-shopping time is reduced—with real savings.
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Face Powders, Creams, Etc

Imagine having fresh-aspicked berries, fruits, cornon -the-cob whenever you
want them—all year long.

Tboysajuevkirrnaval:edeer are d
depen
c.hardy and
oats, Roth are eligib
ticin. In extre
counties Fulgrain a
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Purse and Pocket

Complete With Batteries

SEE WHAT A KELYINATOR HOME
FREEZER CAN DO FOR YOU!
There's new joy in living for you and your family
with
a Kelvinator Home Freezer.
Its full 210-pound capacity means
delicious surprises,
for every day of the year. Come in!...
and let us show
you what a pleasure it is just to reach into
a Kelvinator
Freezer and have the menu of your
choice at a moment's
notice.
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$1.00
through autumn
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FALL SAVINGS

Wind Proof

dresses that go brightly

BE SECURE

MAKE PLENTY

wonderful!

Meals for Months at your
Fingertips!
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WOOD'S SHAVINGS

LOOK , OUT!
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Recipe Of The Week

ge of Agriculture and
onomics list of small
,
npuexise tor Ken.
.4
!
tides Balbo rye. This
$ .noire rapid growth
old varieties of white
rn rye and is a heifVy
.!Licer.
No. 1 is given as
...irley, and is the only
for certification. It
winter-resistant kind
es good-quality grain.
treme southern part of
Jackson No. 1, a Tenelopment, did well the
seasons.
and Forkedeer are the
ter-hardy and dependar oats. Both are eligibl:t
ification. In extreme
counties Fulgrain and
in survived recent winy yield well and have
raw than Fulwin or
r but are less winter- KENTUCKY YOUTH KILLED—Hubert Vincent, 16-year-old Kyrock, Ky., youth, lies dead on
a
bridge at Indianapolis, Ind., (Sept. 15), after
being run over on his bicycle by a tank truck (backis available for such ground). The cycle was cut in two and one pierced Vincent's body. (AP Wirephoto).
Thorne, Clarkan, Curlific, Posey and Blue- Never Too Old
College Radio Schedule
New York — AP — Mechaer recommended vaneThe following programs from
nize,
steeplechase winner on
Vigo and Redhart, but
the University of Kentucky Colhese is scarce.
Eaten jumping circuits this
lege of Agriculture and Home
season, began racing at an age
New York —AP— A careful Economics may be heard daily
reads The Leader!
when most thoroughbreds are
field test of DDT to control at 12:45 p.m., over radio station
getting ready to retire. The
WHAS: Sept. 27, Miss Florence
black, gelded son of Boston malaria worked so well that
Imlay, "Checking Canned Foods
Mat-War Caddy, owned by Jack It has become a fulltime project in the jungles of Venezuela. for an Adequate Winter Diet,"
Grabosky, made his racing deDuring a year's use of the Sept. 28, Ray C. Hopper, "Fall
em Cleanse the Blood
but in 1947 as a 7-year-old. In
Problems of the Beef Producer,"
Harmful Body Woofs
Ois younger years he was a DDT in one area, the number
am constantly al
of workers hospitalized with Sept. 29, Robert H. Ford, "Farm
hunter
and
a show horse.
nar from the blood strew:
"
.P4
malaria dropped to 77. For Newscast," Sept. 30, Paul Mcmamma.lag La their worii—die
as N•tur• Intended-41d0 to re.
Comas, "Cost and Methods in
years, it had averaged 400.
parlor that. if retained. may
Reclaiming Land," and Oct. 1,
S..7mem sod spent the whole
The
test
and
results
are
descame,"
cribed by "El Farol", publica- "Questions from Farm People."
tem taay be nagging backache.
headache.
attacks
I
of diastases,
tion of the Creole Petroleum On Oct. 2 at 11:30 a.m., Miss
up eights, mrelling. psalms,
eyee,—* feeling of nervous
will discuss
Corp., a subsidiary of Standard Leora Bentley
md lose of pep mad etrength.
time df thine, or bladder OsOil Company. Malaria in that "Homemade Playthings."
!lomat lama Miming. *COOLY Of
working
district ranks first
co; urina110.1a.
..din no doubt that prompt
among diseases that put rev - U. K. Plans 104-Piece Band
• •
than owdoet. 551.
have byes winnirig
dents in bed or made them too
The "Best Band In Dixie," tra• .aa than forty years.
weak to work for weeks at a ditional title of the University's
wide reputation.
•
tits
time. The disease is spread by Marching band, will make its
female Anopheles mosquitoes.
first appearance of the school
Chosen for the DDT war the year at the Xavier-Kentucky
Caripito District of Venezuela, football game Saturday night
lush jungle area on the San (Sept. 25). Frank J. Prindl, diJuan River a short distance in- rector of the famed musical agland from the toast. The camp gregation, said the 1948-49 ediand outlying oil fields are sur- tion of the band will be the
rounded by rivers, swamps, hea• largest ever assembled, probabvily wooded - mountains and
plains. Entomologists surveyed
the area and studied the habits
and kinds of malaria-bearing
mosquitoes. There the coopers•
tie program by the governthis Offer Blank to get 5 cans of Ken-L
-Ration for the
ment and oil company was Arnold Ligon Truck Line
of 3 with this coupon. This means you get 2 cans
Contact
launched in Apra, 1947.
at no
Sign your name and address. Take to Feagen's
JAMES D MASHBURN
Special squads of men spray- Phone
Soper
3103
Princeton, Ky.
et, Fredonia. You must be satisfied, or we will
ed DDT through the work areas,
refund
rice of three cans. You may keep the
two cans as a rift
covering every home inside and
•
out. Covering the whole area
took three months. Then the
process was repeated again.
The number of mosquitoes deState
clined appreciably, along with
such other pests as flies,. cockroaches, scorpions, spiders and
fleas. Records at the year's end
showed an 80 percent reduction
in the number of malaria cases
severe enough to be .hospitalService Guaranteed
ized. The saving in health
Fredonia, KY.
among national employes was
estimated at $160,000.

DDT Fights Malaria
On Mass-Scale

tch Your
Kidneys

Wm. M. YOUNG

One of the most plentiful and
therefore most reasonable vegetables this fall is celery. Rating
high in flavbr and crispileis,Th
may be used to extend meats,
or it may be used in salads,
soups or creamed dishes. Food
specialists at the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, suggest
this meat-saving dish.
Scalloped Celery with Ham
3 cups celery
1 cup milk
1 cup celery liquid
4 tablespoons butter or margarine
4 tablespoons flour
314 teaspoon salt
1 cup chopped cooked ham
1 cup shredded cheese
1 cup fine bread crumbs
Wash and cut up the entire
piece of celery. Boil in salted
water for 3 minutes, then drain,
saving the liquid. Make a sauce
of 1 cup of the liquid, milk, flour
and butter. In a greased baking
dish, arrange alternately layers
of celery, ham, crumbs, white
sauce and cheese, until all are
used. Over the top sprinkle 2
tablespoons of the crumbs mixed with an equal amount of
cheese. Bake 30 minutes in a
moderate oven, 350 degrees.
Menu: Scalloped celery with
ham, baked sweet potatoes, harvard beets, cabbage-green pepper slaw, rolls, butter and baked
apples.

Pagsthwart
Not Ills Party
Great .Fals, Mont. -- AP -There was no objection from the
Cascade County Democratic Central Committee Afton Ray WIte
submitted his resignation after
being elected Democratie precinct committeeman. Wise, it
developed, is a Republican.

Women Learn About
Home Furnishings
More Lind) 15,000 farm and
rural women from 64' Counties
benefited last year from information on home furnishings as
given by specialists of the College of Agriculture and Home

Economics, Universiti of Kentucky. Included In the lessons
were those on room arrangement, wall' and floor finishes,
wthrioW treatment, attpeovers,‘
rug hooking and braiding, picture selection and amp shake
snaking. The women were members of 748 homemakers clubs.

The Great Gilmer
Tuscaloosa, Ala, — AP — In
four seasons at Alabama, Harry
Gilmer completed 215 forward
passes of 407 for a .530 percentage. The completions were good
for 2,863 yards and 29 touchdowns. Twenty-two of the aerials were intercepted, His 57
completions of 86 passes for .648
set a collegiate percentage revrd in 1945.

in
HOPKINSVILLE

shop

wicarson

ly numbering around 104 pieces.
Feminine influence again will
be excluded from the all-male
band, with the exception of the
sponsor.
It is estimated there are about
9,000 airplanes on U .S. farms

for

LUSH PROMISES
OF SUDDEN HEALTH

• Much of the advertising on
subjects pertaining to health
which we see and hear these days
is misleading. Investigation will
prove that many advertisers of
medicinal products have no train
ing in either medicine, pharmacy
or chemistry. Thousands of dol
tars are wasted every year on asthma cures; ora
treatments for diabetes; cancer remedies; and
countless other nostrums. Please remember that
there are no secrets in clinical medicine. As soon as
the value of a remedy is satisfactorily proved it
becomes the common knowledge of all physicians.
Don't be misled. When you need medical care
consult your own physician. When he writes a
prescription bring it to us to be filled.

Women's Wear
"Not More, But Betr Merchandise"

r

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.

exclusively yours

Phone 126

(Incorporated)

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

A,S PILLS
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COUPON ABOVE . . . .

RADIO
Repair
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PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.

International control for Samoa was arranged after a hurricane in 1889 wrecked rival
U. S., British and German warships in Apia harbor during a
dispute over sovereignty.

IRON FIREMAN
Coal Heating

S. Seminary St
Phone 260

SIC

Powder

•

STOMACH AILMENTS, WEAK KIDNEYS,
RHEUMATIC PAINS,ARTHRITIS,NEURITIS

C.

and such complaints as Headaches, Nervousness. Acids, Toxins, Bloating,
Lack of Vitality, Energy, Poor Appetite. Underweight, Dinky Spell.

Drugless Health
IF YOU ARE a sufferer of these
ailments, try GEO-MINERAL You
may be astonished at the results.
You need not guess—you will see
facts. GEO-MINERAL comes from
the earth — Nature's Laboratory.
Contains NO dope, NO aleghol, NO
oll. ONLY Nature's mh3eVals, the
oldest, most reliable remedy for
rheumatism, arthritis, kidney and
stomach ailments.
GEO-MINERAL will enrich your
blood, help to make you strong, full
of pep, life and energy. Lack of
minerals in the blood causes anemia, headaches, nervousness. Minerals generate mental brilliancy,
give sparkling eyes, red cheeks,
fight disease, build up health.
RHEUMATISM, arthritis are
dreadful diseases. Acid condition
In the blood is often their cause.
What could be the remedy? For
thousands of years, minerals have
been used to relieve the pain and
suffering of these Ills. People, on
the advice of doctors, go to mineral
springs to find cure, or relief. The
late President Roosevelt used to go
to Warm Springs in Georgia. Ile
was helped or would not have gone
there regularly twice• year.

AL-FLOW
STOKER
automatic, this
feeds coal diniect

bia to furnace.
pper to fill. No
aveling.

AUTOMATIC
fURNACI

IlOPPIIR STOUR

Economical stoker
turns hand-fired furnace. and boilers into
automatic home heating units.

QUICK
aglEAtow

unit w•rres,
cleans, humidifies and
circulates the sir.
Built-in Iron Fireman
Coal-Flow stoker.

ibis

CONVERTIBILITY
Drell 1114IrY
WARM AN MONACA

This fuel-saving hand-fired hos
Fireman coal furnace may be roe.
verteil later to automatic coal, oil
or gas firing.

ATIC SCHUR
Cosl.now
fires this auto.
steam or hot

II RIADY tOR ANY MX

0

3laR"Ce Prkli
•••
Si0*

.
7 01?
le 1:
1,
0
1°1 it:11,4 wins*
000110n
Vpia71or it.

For convertible atitornals.c heating
pick an Iron Fireman "Coal or °Jr'
Furnace or boiler. Both are easily
convertible from one fuel to the
other simply by replacing the burner
unit. If, however, you are not yet
ready for automatic heating, install
the 'hand-fired "Triple-Shift" furnace. Inter on, you ran "go automatic" by adding the Iron Fireman
burner you prefer.

Amazing Results
GEO - MINERAL contains minerals you get at the world's best
springs. Watch your elimination
from your bowels a day or two after
uslag it. The waste, black as the
color of y
shoes, will start to
break awa , and you will SEE it.
Also examine your urine. You may
Dee impurities — poisonous waste—
coming out of your kidneys, relieving you. And then realise the pricelea, value of GEO-MINERAL.
YEAR after year, people rush to
mineral springs and spas, to drink
and bathe in their miraculous water. We have all heard of the wondrous wrings of Lourdes. Franee,
and famous Thermion In ancient
Greece where, according to legend
Hercules,the god of eternal strength
and youth, drank its waters and
bathed to be forever young.

CUP AND AAA 05 THIPHONII

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Authorized Dealer
Main St.

Phone SR

give me furthest information on Iron Thomas coal hest*

equipment

Read What They Say!

- • iivrerillaievn

„,

LP. —Combined Light and Power Service.
KU-22 —General Power Service.
Distillery Rider.
Flour Mill Rider.
Ice Making Service Rider.
GP-30 —General Power Service.
GP-1 —Paducah Power Rate.
Off-Peak Electric Water Heating (exclusive of residential use).
E
— Heating and Cooking (exclusive of residential use).
H & C —Commercial Heating and Cooking (applicable only in Lexington).
B
—Commercial Heating and Cooking (applicable only in Lexington).
M
—Water Pumping Service.
GP-28 —General Power Service.
D
—Power Rate (effective riders).
CS-28 — Commercial Rate.
CS-2 —Commercial, General Light and Small Power Services.
CS-3 —Commercial, General Light and Small Power Services.
CS-4 —Commercial, General Light and Small Power Services.
CS-10 — Commercial, General Light and Small Power Services.

EXPLANATION

"We with to state that after selling
Geo-Mineral for eight months, this
product has broken all sales records
In the medicine line In our drug
store—reports Jack Wright. owner of
Economy Drug Co., Anderson, R. C.
"Users report •Imost mirmulons results, helping sufferers with rheumatism. •rthrltiv, weak kidneys, and
various stomach ailments. We believe
that there exist very few items on the
druggists' shelf with the merit of this '
natural mineral medicine. Of thousands of bottles mid on guarantee basis, there have been very few refunds."
WE. URGE everyone to try GROMINERAL. Do not hesitate 01149
moment. Go to your drug store
now. Get one bottle. Use It one
week. If you are not 100 per cent
satisfied, we will refund your money
in full. Try it today! It may do wonders for you—and be the best Investment for your health. Make you feel
est.sleep,work and enjoy life better.
GE.0-MINER Al. Retail Prim
1 Bottle $1.10 6 Bottles 61100

KY.

Mal Orders to abort addreso—Ald ISe forPostags

• •

power rate schedules, which application, V
granted, will result in an increase in charges
for electric energy delivered on and after
October 1, 1948, to customers being served
under any of the following rate schedules
of Kentucky Utilities Company:

RALPH F. KESS1NGER, Secretary
Public Service Commission of Kentucky.

PRINCETON,
Ike,e•

OTICE is hereby given that on SeptemN ber 7, 1948, Kentucky Utilities Company
filed with the Public Service Commission of
Kentucky its application seeking permission
to apply its standard Fuel Clause to all of
its duly filed industrial, commercial light and

The aforesaid application has been assigned to 10 o'clock A.M., September 28, 1948, for
hearing before the Commission at its offices in Frankfort, Kentucky.

WOOD DRUG STORE

ille, KY'

OF APPLICATION FOR
CHANGE IN ELECTRIC RATES

The Fuel Clause will not be applied to any
energy sold to charitable and eleemosynary
institutions, churches, church-owned and private schools not operated for profit, Governmental use by city, county, state and
federal agencies.
It should be understood that the amount
charged to customers as a result of the appli-

cation of the Fuel Clause, is variable, Le., if
the price of coal to the Company declines.
the amount of the charge will be decreased.
and if the cost of coal to the Company increases, the amount of the charge will No
increased. The charge representing the cost
of fuel may vary monthly as the Company's
cost of fuel changes.

of the Company's Fuel Clause will in no way affect
the electric bill of any urban or rural residential customers

The application

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Pale Twelve
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Funds Needed For
Boy Scout Work

Attend Dedication
Of Catholic School

Priests attending the dedication
St.- Paul's Catholic
"6 el) Up tilt
'48'', is School here recently
were the
the slogan for the Boy Scouts
Most Rev. Francis . R. Cotton,
of America, according to John Owensboro; Rev. John Higgins,
I. Dean, Scout executive of the St. Vincent; Rev. A, J. Thomson,
Western Kentucky Council. Mr. Paducah; Rev. A. J. Tompkins,
Dean is urging all the Scout Henderson; Rev. Peter Braun,
leaders of the Three-Rivers Owensboro: Rev. Joseph
L.
District to give full support to Spalding, Morganfield; Re v.
the finance campaign. He said Rudolph Carrico, Paduca h;
that funds raised for Scouting Rev. Thomas Libs, Hickman,
in Princeton will enable the Revs. Robert Connon and Robert
Council to etrigkioy a field exe- Softer, Owensboro; Rev. Clarcutive to serve this district. The ence Pettit, Earlington; Rev.
local quota is $1200, of which Francis Ward, Henshaw; Rev.
about $700 has been donated, Richard Clements and Rev.
Mark Cunningham, chairman, George Boemicke, Hopkinsville.
said.
Nuns attending were Mother
Mr. Dean reported that tht Victoria and Mother Mary WilCouncil is launching a mem- fred, Mt. St. Joseph Convent,
bership campaign and annual Maple Mount; Sisters Mary Gabround-up for more boys to en- riel and Mary Irene, Earlington;
joy a program of Scouting.
Sisters Joseph Marie and CharThe following churches of les Emaline, Mt. St. Joseph; SisGETTING AN EARLY START
Princeton are n:Atv sponsoring ter Mary Leon, Sorgho; Sisters
--Jeff Heath, Jr., whose faBoy Scout Troops: First Chris- Athanasius and Carmencita, St.
ther plays left field for the
tian Church, Troop No. 39, with Paul's School, Princeton; and
Boston Braves, tries on some
Eugene B. Barrett as Scoutmas- Sisters Josetta, Isabel and Thecatcher's equipment -ter, and Ogden Memorial Meth- rese, St. Peter and Paul's
size
— at Braves Field, Bosodist Church, Troop No. 42, School, Hopkinsville.
ton, Mass. The seven-year-old
with Joe Weeks as Scoutmaster.
youngster works out with his
Support of the Princeton Boy
Sam Baugh, Washington Red- father until school
beckons.
Scout Finance Campaign is skins' passing star, has been
needed to encourage this Scout playing football for 20 seasons (AP Wirephoto)
work and enable it to continue, —four in high school, four in
Livestock Market
Dean said.
college and 12 in the National
Sales on the Princeton LiveFootball League with the Redstock Market Monday were fulEverybody reads The Leader! skins.
ly steady with last w.2ek, it
was reported by Brad Lacey,
manager. Total sold was 1146
head. Baby beeves topped at
$30; No. 1 veals, $31; and hogs,
$29.50.
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We've Got 'Em

RECORDS

IN YOUR (01
MAKE PLANS FOR FA
WE'LL GLADLY HEI
WITH CASH FOR Al

For Sale!

Where

WIRE

STAP1,1$

A

Place Your Order Now While Our Stock
Is Complete

For Hcird*aie and Wire Fence

Delicious Jumbo Cake Do-Nuts,
6

Shop

1

PERFECTION
OIL HEATER

HARD
WARE CO.
(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinsvine, Kentucky

10 to 12 hours of heat from
gallon of kerosene.
Phone 332

YOUR Service

FOR SALE!

a

Eldred Hdwe. Co.
Phone 321

we are At
Come in to see us and look

—:—

MECHANICS
'TOOLS

—:—

BICYCLE PARTS AND ACCESSORIE
S
WASHING MACHINES

—:—

RADIOS, HOT PLATES, TOAST
ERS

—:—

TIRES AND TUBES

—:—

SPORTING GOODS

AM-FM TABLE RADIO
Our finest! Receives both
standard AM and sensational static -free "FM"
Modernistic
cabinet in rich
walnut plastic.
snit

$154.95

—:—

$55.95

^ars onti Gat lass?
*kr
Aldo

Tomato Catsup

14 oz. btl.

and

Tricycles, Wagons, Scooters,
Fire Trucks, Machine Guns, Cap

Tractors,

II oz. can

Pistols,

lb. 39c, 3 lbs.

Try our"
Lay—A—Way
" Plan

and

be

ready

Big 36-in. All-Steel

ICE CUBE TRAY
Full-sited cubes In a hurry!
No fuss, no bother . . just
pull lever. Fits
any refrigerator.

$1.98

7As.
Lite Flake, 10 lb. bag

OWNER

128 E. MAIN STREET

MANAGER

uffin Mix I)Uff,5, l4 07.PkC 27

HUNT'S

Fruit Cocktail
Honey
Treet

221-2k
59c
45c

heavy syrup, 29 oz. can

Turnip Greens .0. can 12
Orange Juice
22 1-2
Heart of Florida-16 0, can

MA CHOICE

Sardines
Bon Ami

28 1-2

Lapel, early June, 20 ox. can
Gold Craft
16 oz. jar

10c
33

HOLMES IN MUSTARD SAUCE

Peach Preserves

33c
os can

large cake

Sardines

No, Li can

14

OVENKIST

22c Crackers
10c Laundry Bleach ,

Graham. 1 lb. box
WHITE MONDAY

26
19

Home Operated
By

JOE

Mutton

Hindquarter,lb.
FRESH

P. WILCOX
Princeton

35c

FRUITS

ripe and yellow, lb.

giant white stalks, each

ASSOCIATE STOlti

W. Main St.

MEAT SPECIALS

Bananas
Celery

A.,vr
Home Owned

Orval Strong,

Cranberry Sauce 160715„19
M

oc. mil

"E-Z-OUT" Aluminum

Christmas.

Home Owned

44

53

Reg. $11.50 - $10.25

Sam McConnell,

2 lb. jtkg

AUNT JANE

0
:
7
4‘w;40
/
46
/
0k,
.
grAiX
11.
/4041

3 pl,zs 2;

STOKELY OR MINOT

WESTERN AUTO ASSOC STORE

for

Shop At Bill's

Crackers

$1.12
15c

Peanut Butter

A real beauty! One-piece
bed, rolled safety edges,
Roller - bearing 'wheels. Red.

come in to visit us.

aghetti Red Cross
OVENKIST SODA

25c

COASTER WAGON

Bring the children and

Sp

19c

Peaches

Trucks,

Mechanical

full cream 11,5

LOVING CUP

Coffee
Corn
Flour

33

Macaroni or

SAVE YOU up to $7.501
GUARANTEED fp to 21
/
2 YEARS!

Toys

Toys, etc.

Cream of Wheat
Daisy Cheese

19c

CARDINAL

NEW HOPE, IN TOMATO SAUCE
Lights

2

,19 oz

11c

have arrived, and are on displa
y.

2

REG. OR QUICK

Tomato Soup

VIRITTE/1611WIffif

Our first shipment of Christmas

19 oz. can

Pickled Beets

15c

21 oz. can

Naas

101-y oz. can
MI6 SUMMER, HALVES

WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STOR

Lima Beans

Oleomargarine
Peas

WITH A

TOYS

Pork 8t Beans

Armour Star, 12 oz. can
CAMPBELL'S

DAVIS
iRES

1-2

19 oz.

HOME STILE

Goodwin, 2 lb. pail

114finf Mors ander* tt ass?

6.00x 16 1095
As low as—
' Pfus Ts

Green Beans

37c
25c

eansctwice hand
picked. 2 lbs.
Saratoga Brand

Kent Farm

Truetone Deluxe

01$41

can

SEA SIDE

Chili Con Carne

Phone 54

Get all 3: standard AM
radio reception; sensational
new staticfree "FM":
automatic
phonograph!

14 k.
,
2 OZ.

LIBBY'S

over our supplies in

AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIE
S

Asparagus

Apple Sauce

Cherriesredsourpit., 11 oz. c.25c

Insurance and Real Estate

FM•AM Console
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

20c

B

C. A. WOODALL
Main St.

Apple Butter

PINTO OR NAVY

Nice, 7-Room House on N. Seminary St.
All modern conveniences--in first class condition.
Lot, 50x110—close in to business section,
churches and schools.
For a quick sale
$7,590.

Truetone
—:—

bring you ex,
representing Avon.
Plettitable work. Wri
box 465, Owenghor
n
cafe

Quick HEAT

WOVEN

WIRE FENCE
4— POINT

FOR SALE. Gas heater. Tel.
672. Corner Harrison and Locust Sts.
ltc

— plans,

Just Received
AMERICAN

Classified Ads

Are your headlights O. K.1 11
For your car or truck. InstalHOUSEWIFE: The cool fall days
lation by experts at no extra
not, we can give you a perfect
Restrictions Expected To
cost. Hodge Motor ano Implejob with the BEAR HEAD10111101111.11111111,110.11111111.
Slow Used Car, Appliance LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER — ment Company. Phone 117. de
a job that will meet state re- Reliable man with caT wanted to
Purchases
SAVE YOUR
POSTAGE!
I MY AllsOCIATILD
quirements. Hodge M a t or
call on farmers in Caldwell
YOU
DON'T HAVE TO ORDER YOUR
Washington -- Federal conSales. Phone 87.
ltc
RECORb
Wonderful
County.
opportuniANYMORE!
trol of installment buying rety. $15 to $20 in a day. No exturned Monday after a 11-month HOUSE FOR SALE, Modern
conveniences, located at 327 S.
absence.
perience or capital required.
Seminary St. Can be seen afDuring that period the volPermanent. Write today. Mcter 5 o'clock. Phone
ume of time buying mounted to
824-W. NESS COMPANY, Dept. A,
RIGHT HERE IN-PRINCETON
a record of nearly $7,500,000,000.
ltp
Freeport, Ill.
All the latest Capitol, Decca, Victor,
2tp
Columbia, and
Some auto dealers and finance men predicted generally PIANOS — RADIOS — ORGANS FOR SALE: Pure-bred Pointer
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
bird-dog pups. Contact through
stiffer terms will put the skids
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO., Leader office, phone 50.
ltp
under premium prices for used
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
cars and put late models beBATTERI
ES
Ph. 652-M.
52tp
yond the reach of many famiAT
WANTED: Company Representa- With a written guarantee for
lies.
your car, truck or tractor. Get
tive
will
be
in
your
city
soon
PRIN
CETON
They reasoned: To buy a car
MUSIC C
our price. Hodge Motor and
to talk to•inen and women who
selling for $1,800 the purchaser
In Rear Woodall'', I II
Company. Phone
want a profitable Rawleigh Implement
must pay down $600 and $80 a
1111/11)1011.1101/.111161111111111iiiii
87.
tttttt•1/41111111111111Mtiolittttt
tfc
business. Big demand now —
month for 18 months. Monthly
large profits. Write at once. FOR SALE: Pedigree
Cocker
payments alone take a fourth
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYI-891-209, Spaniel (male,—color
blonde).
of the income of a $3,840 a
Freeport, Ill.
3tp
Also
11-weeks-old Cocker
year family. And it costs money
puppy, same color and sex.
to operate a car.
Pie and Ice Cream Supper
LAY
See or call C. Granstaff, DawThe Federal Reserve Board
Friendship School, Friday
son
Rd.
ltp
which fixed credit terms unNight, Sept. 24. The public is
der authority voted by Congress
cordially invited.
ltp
TIRES
last month as an anti-inflation
With a written guarantee for car
You
same
can
of
25c
your
paint
step, had more limited expectadollar by using RED SPOT. truck or tractor. Get our price
tions — that the growth of the
Hodge Motor and Implement
Joiner's.
3tp
time buying debt would be
Company. Phone 87.
tic
slowed, not stopped or cut FOR MONUMENTS: Good qualKennedy
back.
and Stallins — Electity, good workmanship, see W.
rical contractors; REA wiring
Representatives of the auto
R. Allen, W. Main St. Phone
manufacturers say the controls
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
6984. Princeton, Ky.
tfc
will not affect new car sales.
Phone 3654 or 541-W.
tfc
They point to a backlog of or- LADIES, HOUSEWIVES, MOFOR
SALE:
Heatrola in good
TIERS, INVALIDS: Earn
ders for all cars that can be
condition. Boyd Wade, 106
turned out in the next two
money in your own home, ful'
Cox St. Phone 807-J.
ltp
years—when the conarols are
or part time. No investment
Don't wait for cold weather Get
scheduled to expire and terms
required. Write Box 529, care
SAVE MONEY
coal in now. Make your home sou
for new cars have been about
this
paper,
giving
name,
adBuy
engineered
Mo-Par parts
In the last 15 years Yale footcomfortable for fall and winter I
as tough .as the new ones.
dress, number of hours availand accessories for
your
ball teams have played only
need extra cash to complete
In
able
general,
telephone
and
number.
the
federal
conChrysler-built automobiles and
four tie games.
see us for a friendly loan
trols require a one-third down
2tp
trucks. Hodge Motor and ImYou'll like our prompt,
confid
payment in cash on autos, and a
plement Company. Phone 87
service.
SEAT COVERS
one-fifth down payment on the
Borrow
tfc
now while maximum terms may be obtained for
All pu
other items to which they ap- Guaranteed not to rip or fade.
FOR SALE: Used 51
/
2-foot Frigply,v provided the selling price
idaire electric refrigerator, like
new. Also 6-foot deep freeze,
If the balance due after the
in use one year. Feagan's Sudown payment is over $1,000.
per Market, Fredonia. Phone
it must bs paid off in IR months,
106 E. Court Square
Phone 411
37-J
with a $70 minimum monthly
tfc
Homan steel garage doors. Ovyou
Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
installment.
erhead type. $59.50. Sears OrOther articles now under the
der Office. Phone 790.
need it
Two JI Case Tractor__ controls are: Cook stoves, dishHe
washers, ironers, vacuum clea
ers, rotriserators, washing maDrawn Drills with
chines, air conditioner*. radios,
television s e t s, phonographs, Fertilizer Attachments.
74
'
'''15(1.
"
'
11. sewing machines, furniture and
rugs,
GlaTed,
for 15c
iadh a
Mitchell
The Circus Maximus in Which
FARM BRAN!)
Our Favorite
Roman games and gladiatorial
Implement Co.
pzvilaida contests
were held is estimated
19 oz. can 10
28 oz. jar
Phone 242
to have seated 350,000 specta
M A RJORIE LEE
NIBLET BRAND
tors.

WIRE FENCE

CARLOAD

Credit Controls
Back In Force
-

Mutton

Forequarter, lb

25c

1,1851- PRIZE AS
opiUNI1

fsj

akers Will
Algal Day
dober 14
Shoulders Se
Home
Master
As
For
County
Of
petition
Martin, county Pr
that Ann
County Ho
be held in Og
h, Thursd
I o'clock, at
isogon of the
which met
m, Sept 22.
were given by
Mrs. Pe
101. Guy Should
ilms and Mrs.
Presidents w
igoicid all mem
ite important.
Shoulders W85
committee corn
Lester Paris,
Saw, Mrs. Cline M
Virgil Coleman,
Homemaker fr
to corn
anninecs from co
Pennyroyal dist
lion in achie
in farm ho
cornmitte
to make pl
meeting: No
tee, Mrs.
Rosh Goodwin,
program corn
Boitnott, Mrs.
Hrs. Charles Les
Cummins; deco
Eddy Creek C
D. W. Satterfi
refreshments, Ot
His. Homer Mit
-,-irge Martin.
hostesses, .
Mrs. Cha
Will Pool,
Mrs. A. R. Ho
Wood.
Mrs. Ray M
•:es Hubbard,
ips, Mrs. Pe
Guy Should
!..isimby. Mrs.
Prank Burch
!leek, Mrs. W.
A. K. Horni
'..atson, Mrs. .1
U. B. Sims:, .
Assistant S t a
me agents,
Wilma Vandi
'cool
users attended
'aining sch
is Leone Gill
leader of h
t;illett said c
to know as m
sts, in order t
sleeting May progr
ad quickly.
were: Mrs.
Road Clrb:
tt, Eddy Cr
Virgil Watson,
Parmersvill..;
1-''Itiohn, Hall Cl
S.trt., Otter P

Game Club
aye Picnic
sting,
Trap

To Be
Of Event
County Fish
lye
Associat
Ns annual pie
, moon. Oct. 7, fr
Atte
°dock, H. B. Che
Announced this
w
will be held at
Princeton Gun Cl
114ban's farm,
contest w ill
bets of the Jun
Club, who will
sPertsmen, and
contest for
of the club,
Prizes will
tcP three in e
Slid Game
Club
APProximately

AND

15c
10c

VEGETABLES
.11 It I FLORIDA, SEEDLESS

Grapefruit

lb.

81-3

RED PORTA RICAS

Sweet Potatoes

lb 9

Listen to "Bing Sings" Doily WSON, Henders
on, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR\ YOUR MONEY
ALL THE TIME

Chapter

Officers
School Chapt
of America.
n and elec
for the
corn
acIdge, preside
r. vice-preside
sceretary;
11
urer; Rllis
Jo
'ad
RoY Ha

„

Fair

rc:ke :tout
r and Mrs.
Itar
vd the
Terme
Nashville, Frid

